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ABSTRACT

Thìs thesis reports an investigation involving a thorough examination ofthe effects

of

thermomechanical processing commercially pure nickel on the grain boundary character

distribution. Successive cold working oflow strain levels and annealing steps were used

to increase the fraction of special coincident site lattice (CSL) grain boundaries, 3 <
29. Low CSL boundaries were found consist of mostly twin

(I3)

and

I

<

twin related ()3")

grain boundaries. Samples strained at less than or equal to 12%o straín, one step or
sequential steps, annealed between 500'C and 800'C

for

10 mínutes did not show

improvement in special boundaries fraction compared to the as-received material with

= 36.5%. Following the

same sequence of strains, samples annealed

rninutes showed increases of special boundaries up to an average of

[o

at 1000'C for l0

l,o

-

557:o,

but an

excessive grain growth was seen for all the samples annealed at 1000oC.

A dramatic enhancement in special grain boundaries occured when

samples were

sequentially strained and annealed at 900'C for 10 minutes with over 70% ofspecial
bor"rndaries recorded. Recovery mechanisms and moderate grain growth were energy

minimization processes to the formation of special boundaries. Longer time annealing
treatments up to 168 hours showed increased special boundary fraction at temperatures
700oC and 800oC. Annealing at 700"C

for

168 hours, after a3Yo strain increased the

special boundary fraction to 70.8%o; with 6%o

boundary fraction of

7

60/o

stru¡

annealed for 48 hours, a special

was developed, where the grain size was measured as 46pm

and all the other samples annealed for this period of time or longer had an average grain

of

size between 60-80pm.

A higher annealing femperature of 800oC were also processed,

and the results showed the special boundaries only increased up to -600/o

for both 3% and

6% strained samples.

Samples sequentially deformed with 3%' strain annealed at 900oC (4 steps)
and 6%o s|rain and annealed at 700uC

special boundaries

aT

for lOminutes

lor 48 hours showed the highest percentage of

76yo, and lowest degree ofrandom boundaries connectivity

observed out of all samples processed.
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Chapter

I

INTRODUCTION

Grain boundaries are one ofthe most important features ofthe microstructure

of

engineering materials. The properties ofa grain boundary are fundamentally related to its
structure, and it is known to have various effects on the mechanical. chemical and
physical properties of polycrystalline materials.

In the past two decades, researchers have demonstrated that it is possible to
manipulate the distribution ofthe character of grain boundaries and grain boundary

network arrangements to introduce higher proportions ofboundaries with superior
properties, or so called 'special' boundaries. The basis for grain boundary engineering
a material was developed

of

to approach an optimized population of special boundaries to

improve its resistance to detrimental effects during service, such as intergranular
degradation. The methodology grain boundary engineering utilizes thermo-mechanical
(strain

*

anneal) processing of material to enhance the proportion ofspecial boundaries.

This is particularly valuable in the aerospace industry where high material and process
costs necessitate superior material performance.

The change in grain boundary population is monitored in terms ofthe frequency

of boundaries having

low-l

coincidence site lattice (CSL) geometries. These

low-I

CSL

boundaries have been shown to provide special properties against microstructure failures
such as intergranular fracture, corrosion and segregation.

The grain bounda¡y proportion ofspecial boundaries is governed by the original
grain texture, as well as introducing modifications to the existing grain boundary.
Thermo-mechanical processing is one approach for manipulating the grain boundary
population- The degree of strai4 annealing temperature and time are the three most

important processing parameters to control.

In this thesis, commercially pure nickel (99.5% pure), or Ni-200 was used to
study the relationships between thermo-mech¿nical processing and the grain boundary
characteristic distribution (GBCD). The re¿son for using commercially pure nickel was to

avoid diffrculties with precipitations segregating along grain boundaries. Electron
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) technique in Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was
used to characterize the grain boundary network- Orientation Image Microscopy (OIM)
uses automated diffiaction pattem analysis

ofEBSD pa$€r¡s to obtain crystallographic

data on a point-by-point basis over a selected a¡ea

ofa

sample- However, it is hoped that

results can be applied or modified to commercial nickel based alloys, where improved

mechanical properties (srrengt\
prolong their life during service-

fatþe,

creep and weldability) of these alloys would

Chapier 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Physical and mechanical properties of polycrystals depend fo a large extent on the

atomic structure of grain boundaries of the material. füain boundaries in metals are
influenced by grain boundary characteristics, which are associated to some particular
boundary geometry, or the relative misorientation between adjacent grains. Failures

during service have been often associated with elements ofboundary crystallography
such as intergranular corrosion and creep, therefore it is important to control grain

boundary structures.

2.1 Grain Borrndary Engineering

'Grain boundary design'or'grain boundary engineering'was first proposed in
1984 by Professor Watanabe of Tohoku University to improve properties of a material,

By considering grain boundaries

as material constituents, one can

vary their role and

effectiveness in polycrystals, irrespective of the crystal tattice [1]. This design aims to

promote high proportion of"special" grain boundaries to have better properties than an
average boundary by applying the strain and anneal technique. These special grain

boundaries are beneficial in improving the overall properties ofthe material, such as
strength, fatigue, creep and weldability. Special grain boundaries are produced

throughout the enti¡e volume, not just a surface phenomenon [2]. A general way to
classify grain boundaries that have the potential to be special is called the 'coincidence

site lattice', or the CSL model, This is a geometrical model that expresses quantitatively
the'goodness

offil

between two adjacent lattices, and across a grain boundary_

Kronberg and Wilson [3] were the first in 1949 to propose a general way

of

describing the specific structure of grain boundaries bas€d on the misorientation

of

adjoining crystals- Later Aust and Rutter in 1959 experimentally observed special
properties in

low-I CSL grain boundaries [4] when small

solute additions to pure metals

showed that the solutes segregated to non-special boundaries, with the consequence that

special grain boundary had higher migration rates than the non-special boundaries.
Thereafter, many researchers have attempted to optimize mic¡ostructures of polycrystals

via alteration ofthe grain boundary character dist¡ibution (GBCD), which describes the
distribution of grain boundary t]?es in a met¿l and it has been shown that these

low-I

CSL grain boundaries can possess special mechanical, chemical, kinetic and electronic
properties.

2.2 Grain Boundery Types

Grain bounda¡ies are important elements ofthe microstructure of polycrystalline
engineering materials, which a¡e known to have various effects on the mechanical and
chemical properties of polycrystalline materials [5]. Polycrystals consists of a large
number grains and grain boundaries. The presence ofgrain boundaries csn be either

beneficial or ha¡mful to the properties ofthe material depending on the type and
struch¡re ofgrain boundaries [6]. Normally, grain boundaries a¡e characterized

geometrically by the relative orientation relationship between adjoining grains, or the
misorientation and the orientation ofthe grain boundary plane (grain boundary

inclination) [6]. Grain boundaries can be classified into one ofth¡ee categories [7]:

-

Low-angle boundaries (LABs) consist oflow misorientation angles up to

-

Coincident site lattice boundaries (CSLBs) are those high angle boundaries with
misorientations oftwo lattices ofthe adjacent crystals (grains) have some
coincident points.

-

High-angle boundaries (HABs) are boundaries with misorientation angles
greater than 15', which are also considered as general random boundaries.

15o.

The properties of grain boundaries depend largely on the local atomic anangement.
The effect oftexh¡re also should be considered- High incidence of low-angle boundaries
and coincidence boundaries often appears in strongly textured materials [8].

It

should

also be noted that not a.ll CSL structures possess special properties; CSL is not a

sufficient predictor of special properties, the orientation ofthe grain boundary plane may
also affect the degree of specialness.

2.2.1 Low Angle Grain Boundaries

When the misorientation between two grains is small, such as < 15', the result is a

low angle boundary, which it

has been shown

to improve the intergranular properties [9].

Low-angle boundaries (LABs) and coincidence-site lattice boundaries (CSLBs) with low

I

orientation

(l

< 29) display ìmproved physical and chemical properties relative to

general or high angle boundaries (HABs)

(l

> 29) [10]

2.2.1.1 Methodology to obtain Low Angle Boundaries

Low-angle boundaries can be produced in a number ofways. The general method

of producing it is by inducing a small amount of deformation

(l

to 10%) and followed

with an annealing treatment [11]- The amount of deformation and temperature must be
low enough to prevent the formation ofnew grains by recrystallization [11]. When the
material is heated, the dislocations would be grouped into the lower energy configuration

of

a low-angle boundary by dislocation

climb. The resulting structure is a polygonlike

network of low-angle grain boundaries.

2.2.2 Coincident-Site Lattice (CSL)

The CSL model can be used to relate grain boundary misorientation. The degree

of coincidence is parameterized by the reciprocal ratio of the coincidence f¡action,
denoted as the

I

number (i.e., the grains adjacent at a 17 boundary have one-seventh

their representative crystal lattice points in coincidence) [10]

of

Figure 1: Coincidence Site Lattice model [11]
Atoms in white from Figure I represent coincidence sites, and this is a Ð: 7 coincidence
site lattice, one in seven ofthe lattice sites ofa particular grain are white. CSL boundaries
characterized by

low-I

values should be considered special, represented by symbol

[12]. As compared with higher

I

boundaries,

low-I

l"n

grain boundaries possess a better fit

arrangement of atoms, which are less susceptible to solute segregation and greater
resistance to sliding, cavitations, fracture [13] and localized corrosion [14].

For a cubic cell, whenever an even number is obtained for

I,

there is a

coincidence lattice site in the center ofthe cell which then means that the true area ratio,

L

is half of the apparent quantity. Therefore,

I

is always odd in the cubic system

[

1

5].

A correlation between deviations ofa boundary from an exact CSL
misorientatioq can be expressed as the

v/v-

parameter. Where v is the angular rotation

required to bring the boundary to the exact CSL misorientation, or the actual deviation of

a boundary from the perfect

t3

CSL misorientation; and v-is the maximum permitted

deviation, as defrned by Brandon's Criterion [i2]:

v.:

Aî

I5o

t

-ll2

(1)

estimate of the effect on the materials properties due to the increase olthe 13s can be

proposed using the v/v

n,

parameter. A lower deviation parameter is most desired to

improve grain boundary fit. This is associated with a lower energy grain boundary
configuration and a low mobility. In particular, coherent 13 on { 111} plane annealing

twins has

a very

low

v/v..

with intermediate v/v-values a¡e bounda¡ies that

The

'3"s

have higher mobility, and the resulting material promotes ductility in nickel [16]- At
other 13 grain boundaries, with ifrational planes normally have high v/v-values and act
as

non{Sl-

general grain boundaries.

There has been no theoretical upper limit of ¿"e. \¡/hich a coincidence boundary

may not exhibit special mechanical behaviour. Judging from the experimental work
reported in the

[{,

it is likely that the upper limit of

I* is approximately 29. The actual

value may vary depending on the material compositiorL microstructure and test
conditions.

2.2.3

Iligh Angle Grain Boundaries
The standard high angle grain boundary represents a region ofrandom misfit

between the adjoining crystal lattice, Figure 2.
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Figure 2: R¿ndom Iligh-angle grain boundary transition zone
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has been shown [19] that random high angle grain boundaries absorb lattice defects

more readily than CSLs do, and that absorption will progressively be difficuit as grain
boundaries become more ordered (as

I

value become lowered). As the difference in

misorientation between the gtains on e¿ch side ofthe boundary decreases, the state of
order in the boundary increases [19]. Random high angle grain boundaries are those with

high surlace energy, where these grain boundaries serve as preferential sites for solidstate reactions such as diffusior\ phase transformations, and precipitation reactions. This

results in a higher concentration of solute atoms at the boundary than in the interior olthe
grains. To simplify experimentations, pure metals can be used to minimize most of these
solid-state reactions.

2.2.3.1 LAB vs. HAB
The differences between low-angle and high angle grain boundaries are

-

High-angle boundaries contain large area ofpoor fit \¡/hile lo\¡/-angle boundaries
contain large areas of good fit.

-

For high angle bounda¡ies, the inter-atomic bonds a¡e either broken or highly
distorùd in the boundary while in case of low-angle boundaries; the ìnteratomic bonds are slightly distorted.

High-angle boundaries have open structures with plenty of free volume while
low-angle boundaries have a minimal amount of fret volume

Grofrn

baldory

Eneqy

T

M¡sûrþntûtioû €
Figure 3: Energl Comparison of Low-angle and Eigh-angle Grain Boundaries
[18ì

-

High-angle boundaries have higher energy then low-angle boundaries, as shown
in Figure 3.

-

Typical energy values of high angle bounda¡ies a¡e 0-S - 1.0
boundary energy are lower than 0. I J/m' I 19]

J/#,

while twin

2.3 Twin Boundrries

A twin boundary will only lorm if the total free energy associated with the posttwinning interfacial configuration is less than that ofthe original configuration [19]. The
crystal structure ola pair of twinned grains is identical, but has different orientations in
space. The lattice points in one crystal are shared as lattice points in another crystal

adding apparent symmetry to the crystal pairs [20]. The twin plane is a mirror reflection

that shows the symmetry of crystals of a twin.
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Figure 6: Schem¡tic of sinr¡rle twinning rvith black circles represents the atoms with
changed positions [21]
Twins have a special orientation relationship since the boundaries separating the twins
have a low energy per unit area that enables two crystals to fit together neatly.

Cornmercially pure nickel was found to be prone to twin formation during strain
annealing

[22]

bLrt the presence

of impuritìes could hinder twin formation mechanisms.

Due to solute inhibition of twinning, impurities exert a drag effect on grain boundaries,

which reduces the occt¡rrer¡ce of trvin nucìei, The twin boundary interface formed in FCC

11

is parallel

to { 111}

planes with a stacking

sequence ABCABCABC... across the

boundary,

2.3.1 Mechanical and Annealing Twins

Mechanical twins should be distinguished from annealing twins. The orientation

ofmechanical twins is generated by a large plastic deformation ofa single grain that
arranges an entire lattice along a specific plane [20]. The strain energy associated

with

the formation of a mechanical twin is very high, and the microstructure is determined by
the need to minimize strain energy [20]. This contrasts with annealing twins where the
shape is determìned by the neecl

to mìnimise interfacial energy to increase CSL

pfoportions.

Annealing twins could form when a crystal grows during recrystallization; and the

destruction of newly formed twins was found to be dominant during grain growth [23],
Annealing twins are generaì)y evenly spaced, straight sided and frequently coherent. In
contrast, mechanical twins are unevenly spaced, many are bent, and many tail

offin

irregular fashion within a grain. Annealing twinning occurs by decreasing the overall
interfacial energy ofthe bounclaries between grains, and to reorient grain boundaries so

as

to facilitate dislocation absor¡rtion and mobility when reduction in total grain boundary
energy is the driving force cluring recrystallization or grain

growh [24].

12

It

has been shown by Randle that twinning is an important part

ofgrain growth in

nickel [25]. The process ofannealing has to be controlled when a fast boundary migration
rate was observed in [25] that it does not to nucleate twins as readily as a slower

migration rate. The rate of grain growth is governed by.

D - D.: (KÐ"

(2)

Where D is the average grain diameter, Do is the original grain size, t is the annealing

time, K is the rate coefficient for the process and n is the grain growth exponent [25, 26,
271. The values

ofK

and n are both temperature dependent constants, and the parameter n

has a theoretical upper

limit of 0.5.

2.3.2 Twins Formation

Twinning phenomenon can be manipulated to form more stable grain boundary
confrgurations; the two categories

oft3

boundaries are coherent and incoherent twins.

2.3.2.1 Coherent Twins

The coherent twin boundary shown in Fig. 6 is parallel to the twinning plane and
norrnally characterized by a straight edged boundary. The atom positions in this boundary
are essentially undistorted.

lie on a 60o/{

II

I

It

is accepted that twins, and particularly coherent twins which

} plane common to both adjoined grains [28], contain

a

low deviation

13

v/v,,, value from the exact misorientation, low mobility and low energy which would have
a

low susceptibility to phenomena such

as crack propagation

[22]. Coherent twins are

Iikely to be sited in the small-grained region than associated with large grains [25]; due to
their immobile characteristic, it is to persist in regions where grain growth is static.

ry

, {"s

Figure 7: Schematic representation of Coherent Twin Boundary [21]

2.3.2,2 Incoherent Twins

Al

incoherent twin boundary is not parallel to the twinning plane and is typically

curved in appearance. Atoms do not frt perfectly across the boundary, as shown in Figure
'7.
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of Incoherent Twin boundary [21]

The energy for incoherent twin boundaries is much higher than for coherent

twins, almost ten times the energy of coherent twin boundaries. Although these
incoherent twin boundaries have high energy, it is still much lower than random high
angle boundaries. The misorientation angle for incoherent twin boundaries could be very

hìgh, positive or negative rotation, shown in Figure 9.

ïnç*heræ,nt
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twi,m

ç -'-*"
Figure 9: Energy (y) of a function of misorientation (rp) for Coherent and Incoherent
Twins [21]
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2,3.3 F¿ctors Affecting Twin Formation

The two factors that exert the most influence on the number
are the presence of a strong texture, or orientation

olCSLs in

ofthe grain. resulting in

l1

a sample

grain

boundaries; and the amount of twinning, resulting in 13 and 13" boundaries [17].

Experimentation perlorrned by Kronberg and Wilson [3] on an annealed cold

rolled copper bar for

t

hour at 400'C produced a heavily twinned, cubically aligned

structure with a grain size of -30pm. When the annealing temperature increased to
850oC, consumption of twins occurred while the grain size increased to

-

BO¡rm.

It was

observed tl'ìat grain grou'th almost always started tvithin the body of the sample, then
spread toward the edges.

Low-I

CSL boundaries have been reported to be iow energy configuration [29]

In general, the lower the stacking fault energy, the higlrer the 13 proportion [9]. Pande,
Imam and Rath have studied the formation ofannealing twins in fcc metals, where three
models were proposed for the development olamrealing twins, which were developed by
other authors and re-stated

h

[26, 271.

1) Growth Accident model: Coherent twin boundary forms at a migrating graìn

boundary due to stacking error during grain growth

2) Graìn Encounter model: When initially separated grains encounter each other
during grain growth, while having twin orìentations to
each otheq the boundary between would become
coherent

l6

3) Fault Packet modei: A grain boundary during its nrigration nucleates a twin
such that its incoherent segment remains at grain

boundary.

Important factors to detenline twitrnìng frequency during grain growth \\'ere
reviewed by Pande, Imam and Rath [27], these are grain size, temperature, time

of

anneal, velocity of grain boundary migration, grain boundary energy. texture. pre-strain
and inclusions. Tliere have been very few studies in the past where all these factors were

taken into accôunt.

2.3.4 Multiple Twinning

Majority of grain boundary engineering relies on multiple twinning, resulting in
generation oflarge numbers ofÐ3" boundaries [9]. An increase in overall Ð3 numbers is
almost entirely as a consequence of the inc¡ease in annealing twin numbers [12] Dueto
the geometrical properties of triple junctions, the fraction
enhanced, such as

19

and

IA

ofl3"

(where

n:2,

LZ1 1291. This geometry criterion can be simplified

+ ÐB ++

I

(A x B) or

IA +:'B

<+

3) may be
as

I' (A/B)

(3)

Where A/B is an integer and .A > B. lt was found in [19, 24, 29] that coherent 13 trvin
boundaries are vir-tually immobile, and the mobile I3s are incoherent twin boundaries,

which have a higher

v/v.,.,

value away f¡om the exact orientation. Hence the meeting

two mobile 13s leads to a 19 [30], or forming a X3 -

!3

of

- 19 junction where 19 is now

the most mobile boundary and therefo¡e contjnues to migrate [24]. If trvo boundaries at

a

11

triple junction are Ð3 and I'9, the third junction is either another X3 or a I27. Other

I

interactions. including the 13'family, were experimentally measured and recorded by

Furley and Randle [30]. lt wãs repofted that these reactions were likely found during heat
treatments as a consequence ofeither grain growth or grain rotation

ln many investigations [9, 24], the propoition ofÐ9 is one-fifth that of the 13s
and the portion

ofl27s

are only slightly highe[ than that for a random distribution [9].

Furley and R.andle observed that the 13 family of CSL's can frequently be regenerated
when a large source of I3s are available from twinning [30] Multiple twinning was

found to be the basis ofgrain bor,mdary engineering in low or medium-stacking fault
energy materials [17].

2.4 Effects of Cold r'Vorhi¡¡g aÌìd I{eât-treatments

Strain hardening or cold rvorking is an important industrial process that is often
used to harden metals or alloys. The result
and the mechanical properlies

ofcold working is an altered microstructure,

ofcrystalline material vary with direction; this has the

effect ofrotating the grains so that the grains may have a preferred orientation [31].

Diagram representing the microstructures ofa typical cold worked matenal is shown in
Figure 4:

t8

Figurc 8: tr'licrostructure of a cold rollcd allo"v shot'ing clongatcd grains [33]

In most cases, the etfect ofccld'¡'ork is ro increase the strengh ofthe metal, but

ductilit)

ís reduced. It u,as found that deformal.ion microstructures are characterized by

grain subdivision into differently oriented rcgions [32]. The long boundaries shown in
Fig. 4 are arranged in parallel and have orientations with respect to the deformation axis.

At medium to high strains, some populatiou of grain boundaries

increased

iir

misorienøtion angle to the extent that would be classified as high angle boundaries.
Deformation induced high angle boundaries contaìns high stored energ-v, *hich is the

driving force in the formaúon ofnew grain structure uPon heating.

A post deformation anneal perfotmed at the correct temperature and for the right

amoult of time should modif, these structures lo produce a microstructure showing fine
equiæied grains as seen in Figure 5;

t9

Figurc 9: microstructure of a strain - anncaled alloy

[331

Cold working processes and heat treat¡nent can be used to alter the sfuctwe of a
material to improve its properties [321. These structure-altering procedures are often
employed in combination to achieve desired results. The process of recrystallization was
used to describe the formaton

ofanew grain structure in a deformed material by the

formation and migmtion of high angle grain boundaries driven by the stored energy- [32].

It was found [34] thaf the time for recrystallization

decreases as amealing temperature is

increased. Recovery includes all amealing processes releasing stored energy without the

migration of a high angle grain boundary. Tlpical recovery processes involved witb the
formation oflow angle boundaries to lower boundary etergies [32]. Grain coarsening is
another boundary energy minimization process involved r'*ith migration of grain
bor¡ndaríes to increase the mean grain size, which rvere driven by the reduction in grain

boundary area per unitl'olume [34]'

:0

2.5 Thermo-mech¿¡lical Fnocessing

Grain boundary engineering focuses on rnanipulating the structure olgrain
boundaries to peûì'ìit propedy improvemerrts. 'fhe Coincidence Site Lattice (CSL) model
is a geometrical construction based on tlte geometry of tlie lattice. When a fìxed fraction

of lattice sites are coincident, the expectation is that the boundary stlucture will be more
regular than a generaÌ boundary [35]. The initial terture ofthe material is an important

fàctor with a high proportion ofgrains har,ir]g nearly the same orientation, resulting in a
large number of low angle boundaries to iniprove infergranular properlies [36]

Lou'I

cSL grai¡ boundaries were found to naturaìly occur in all polycrystalline rnaterials; their
fr-equency ofoccurrence is strongly dependent upon the processing history

ofthe material

[3s]

As was stated by watanab¡e 1984 [37], thelmo-mechanical treatrnent can alter the

crystallographic oríentation ola grain. A drir¡ing t'orce such as the stored energy of cold

worli is requiled to overcome the barrier to enei'gy minimization of grain boundaries.
Controlling thermo-mechanical processin-e conditions may lead io an alteration ofthe
type ofboundaries and increase the frequency of

lorv-I

special grain boundaries [38] to

improve material propeilies.

Watanabe tested Fe-O 8 atomic 9'" Sn alloy
ancl results shorved that fracture occurs pi

fcr inteigranular fracture failures [35],

eferentially at tandom boundaries under high

normal stress. Trvo common types of tì-acture paths were considered. zigzag path and

2t

planar path [37]. The zigzag path was formed by interlinkage of intet granular fracture,
ancl the planar path was formed

by transgranular lractlire that produced a relatively

slnooth fracture suface rvith fracture sutface waviness, much less than that ofzigzag patll

[39]. \Arhen the lrequency ofrandom boundaries were hìgh, they were more likely to be
lìnked to each other, and a crack nucie¿ted at a tandom boundary r¡iould continue to
propagate selectìng random boundarìes at every triple poìnt for furtlier propagation [5].
Evidence [37, 39] show-ed

low-I

CSI- boundaries were difficult paths for crack

propagation due to their high fiacture resistance; iherefore, it is beneficial to manipulate
grain boundary structures to increase tlre propot'tioil

oflorv-I

CSL boundary

distributions.

2.6 G¡'¡¡i¡l tsouradalry Fopulaticn Variation

Many publications have reported the conscious exploitation of thermo-mechanìcal
treatments to increase special grain boundaty populations. Diflerent methodologies to
improve the number

oflow-I

CSI- boundaries have been employed by various reseatch

groups. Processes used to increase the proporlion of

low-I CSL boundaries call L:e

categorízed as the following [9]

-

Multiple step recrystâllization

-

Ore step recrystallization

-

Multiple step strain annealing

-

One step strain annealing
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2.6.1 &{ultipÅe Step R.eenl sta[åiration

Palunbo along with ottrìe. wûrkers l'ìave demÕnstrâted [4C] tltat ìncreasing the
relative proportioll ofspecìal

low-I

CSL grain boundaries can improve high temperatule

ìntergranular degradation susceptibiiity and weldability olNicliel and Iron based

Superalìoys Three different types ofalìoys were analysed. Alloy 625, Alloy V-57 and

Alloy 738. Thermo-mechanical treatments involved rvere
3O% thickness reduction) and

recrystallization anneal

a series

ofdeforlnation

(59'i,

to

steps at telnperatures ranging

between 975"C and 120Ð'C for 2 to lC ûìinutes. These paranreters were chosen to ensure
recr

ystallization was effected without excessive graìn growth. The effects ofprocessing

the alloys were analysed and recorded as follows: the frequency ofspecial

low-I

CSL

boundaries incleased by an al¡solute value of 4,5.9% for Alloy 625.38 3% increased for

Alloy V-57 and a 36

90%

increase for

Alloy 738. ,4 table of special boundaries with

I

<

29 are listed below shorving each sample's initial and fÏnal special boundaries percentage:

TaI¡le 1: Ðis{riL¡e¡tiog¡ of specla! t¡o¡¡md¿¡ries for tlee three alloys
Sample
625

Initial Snecial Boundaries
248%

Final Snecial Boundaries

ZL4o/,J

59 .lo/,r

96%

46.5%

Allov V-57
Allov 738

As the proportion

ollow-I

10.1o/o

CSL boundaries increased, all ofthe mechanical

properties tested for these allovs also increased, showing that a high frequency

oflow'I

CSL special grain boundaries could significantiy enhance alloy performance, such

as

intergranu lar stress corrosion cracking [4 1. 42].

-]

King and Schrvarlz [43] have used a two-step strain

-

anneal processing in

fully

recrystallized oxygen-free electronic (OFE) copper to increase the fraction of special
boundaries. Heat-trealments for the OFE coppel are shown in table 2.

Tahle 2: Strai¡l

Straín

-

ltf E- I

OFF-2

-1

-6

l%)

Heat-treatment

ânn¡eâl t¡'eatments flor Ûxygen-free elecÉronic copper

Shr / 344'C

141¡

thr

I 275"C

l3

OFE-3
-6
14hr 1225"C

OFE_4

-6
6hr

il5'C

/

t-5"C

Low strain deformation applied was intended to noi induce full I'ecrystallizatioil upon
heating, but to trocalize the deformation energy àt ¡-andom boundaries [43]. Upon heattl'eatment, the stored energy near random boundaries was erpected to provide sutlicient

driving force to rean ange these bo¡.¡ndaries intû spec;al types [43]. Samples were
analysed using EBSD frorn an

Û[M system. The initial naterial was recrystallized and

showed a total fiactioii special boundaries ofnearly 707o, where 3<I<29 were considered
as special bouirdaries. Final fì'actions of special boundaries recorded rvere:

Table 3: FracÉio¿¡ special boundaries of OFE 1-4
OFE-I

OFE.2

C-}FE-3

ÛFE-4

55

85

82

79

Soecial Boundaries (7o)

The effect of heat-tr eatnìents on ÛFE-1 decreased the fraction of special boundaries. It
was indicated that a signifìcant and undesirable increased in grain size was tlie cause of
the problem. OFE-2, 3, 4 strain
1¡our.rdaries compared

-

annealing treatmerlts al1 erhibited increased in special

to the staÉiilg material. Ûtrseruations made on these samples found

24

that the aveÍage deviation

froil eraci misorientaiion

decreased, ai the same time tlie 13"

fì'action increased [43]. This was a consequence ofthe final anneal; high temperature
anneal resulted in a reduction ofspeciai lroundaries

(OFE-l), and lower temperature

treatments resulted in an increased fraction of special boundaries (OFE 2,3,4)

2.6.2 Clne Ste¡r Recrys€*!liz:tÉi**

Rornero and Murr [44] studied lamellal carbide growth with annealing twins in
304-stainless steel. Concepts ofunderstandìng the directional growth ofcarbide
plecipitates in austenític stainless steels, in the context ofcoherent annealing Íwins and

crystallographic issues wiih twiir,/graìn boundaiy itrÍe¡'secticns were studied. The
erpelimental techrrique used was to strain ancl anneal 304-stainless steel to obserue the
change in lamellar growth direction with annealing twins. The material had an

grain size of 5O¡rm. trt was cut into stlips and cold-rolled to

7C9lo

initial

reductiou, annealed at

1000'C for 1 minute to produce a recrystallized grain size of 15¡im. The snlall grain size
produced was desìrable to locate annealing tt'ins in the Transmissior.r Electrotr

Microscope (TEM). Some samples ieceived fudher processing of 109á,

15o/o and 20To

uniarial tensile strain at room temperature and aged at 625'C and 775"C for times up to
5Ohours Results regarding to coincidence boundaries or the al,lrount o1'trvinning u'as not
repor-ted, only the direction o1'laurellar grorl'th and the r-esolved extensive coherent

twin

boundary formation were considered.
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Lim and Raj [29] perf'ornied thermo-mechanical processing erperiments, utilizing
tensile strain followed by subsequent annealing lor 270-grade Nickel The focus of this
paper was to maximìze the amount of

low-I

CSI-B" knowing that a high propol-tiolr

ol

CSL boundaries coulcl irnprove r.¡raterial's propeÉy. The experirrtental technique applied
was 59á strain in the uniarial direction at room temperature, annealed ai 130Û'C (0.9T''')

with florving argon for l0 ininutes. Tlie high tenìperature anneal resulted iu an average
grain size ofabout Iurm. l-iirr and Raj [29] explained tlìe feason fbr enlarged grain síze
was that twinning occurs readily during high temperature anneals; and their mutual

impingement would result in the Í'ormation of CStr-s, whiclr were crystallographically
related to the 13 orientation. The initial special boundary percentage lor this material was

not clearly stated. Results froi¡ a total of222 boundaries were evaluated for this
recrystallized pol¡rc¡Ot1u¡, onlv 36% rvere raildonr boundaries and 64%o

Iou-I

CSLB.

Tat¡le 4: t{esults of û[¡e ûccurrel]ce of CSf-s in grade 27Û ¡rure nickel [29]
CSt,
Percentaee (Yo)

It

t3
4t

should be noted that

0

I

>-9

}.27

90

58

)lB

Other

1

t8

ol19. I27

and X81

Random
36

twin related boundaries found. These 13"

trvin related boundaries originated fi'om a geornetrical model

have

97

> 97 were considered as randonr troundaries. The reason w'as

due to a greater incidence

tlie impingement of two

I<

6.4

I3

ol19

boundaries created by

boundaries [29], where the irnpiirgemeirts of growing grains

13 relationships during higil temperature anneal. As

a

res [t, 13" boundaries have

a

highel proporlion of, special boundaries than othei CSL boundaries.
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Lin, Palumbo and Aust have also used otìe-steir strain anneal recrystallized Cu.
Stainless Steels aird Nì-based allovs to aher the fr-equency of tw-inning [45]. ì\'laterials
rvere cold rolled in the range

lol Cu) in an argon

ol

atmosphere

I 09-lo

lor

-

6791a and

subsequently annealed at 1000'C (600"C

5 minutes, f'olloived by

ail.cooling to achieve fìrlly

recrystallizecl structures. Electron Backscattered riiflraction technique w'as used to
anal¡,se CSL distributìons and annealing twins.

¡raninrum fiequency oltwiir bour.rdaries

I3",

A significant result obtained was the

occurred aL 61%o, which was proved to be

consistent with the theoretical lirnit of2/3, proposed by Palurnbo et al [Falumbo et al.,
19921 The rnaxin¡ut¡ frequency ofspecial troundarìes
using Alloy-600.

it

I1

- 129 rvas 83.29lo processed

was f'ound [45.] that high occuirer-rce of 13" grain boundaries

r.vas

åttributed to the georretric interaction oftwin related variants.

2.ó.3 Multiple Step Strai* .4nrnea[img

One of many experiments to

i

ûrease tlre proportion of

13 l¡oundaries by rnultiple

steps strain annealin-9 technique was found by Thar¡eeplungsliporn and Was [36, 46]

using Nickel based alloy Ni-l6Cr-9Fe (Ailoy 600). It was lound that the average creep
rate decreased by an ordei ofnragnitude when tl'te nuilìber

ûfCSLEs increased fiom l/6

to l/3 ofthe total boundary population. Two differer,t grades of

N ì-

1

6Cr-9Fe alloy rvas

used, UFIPS and UIIP9. The compositions of weight percentage listed ìn table 5.
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Table 5; F{o¡nina! Composition of Ni-l6Cn-9Fe Alloys (wt %) f36}

Alloy

Ni

DesisrÌation
UFIPS

bal

l.rliljq

I

bai

Cr

q3

16.6

û

(l

000t9

0 0004
0 0008

Fe

qI

jI

o c't.,::

The processing route used tû irnprove tlre nu¡nLrer olCSl-tss r.vas to iuitially anneal
samples at 1025'C under flowing argon for 2û nrinutes- f"olloi¡¡ed bl¡ a rvater quench

After receir¿ing

a 45olo thíckness

reduction, some specimens were given a heat-treatment

o1800'C for I hour; and otliers were heat-treated at 800'C for l0 rni¡rutes followed by

a

sequence ofdeformation and annealing stages (two ôr three stâges), where the

deformation level was a relatively s¡nali tensile strain, in the order o1'2-5olo, followed by
annealing in the range of 890'C t{r 940'C for I -20 hours. Samples

fr

orn the LIHP9 alloy

required an addition¿l treatment of 2olo tensile strain aird heat treatment of900'C for 7.5
minutes to achieve a comparable grain size of 35¡-Lm.

Two different types olsarnples were produced; solution annealed (SA) samples
and coincident-site lattice enhanced (CSLE) samples. SA samples are those containing

mostly random boundaries and CSLEs are coincident site lattice enhanced samples with
high fractions of special boundaries. Results of SA, and CSI-ts samples are listed as

fbllow:

Tab[e 6: GBCÐ ofl ttr¡e S.t a¡rd CStr-Ð Tensile samrples [36J

Alloy

Sample

Fraction of

Desigüatiori

Random F{igh

Angel
Eoundaries
LTHPS

SA
CSLE

L,'FIP9

S,4

UFIP9

CSLE

LIHPS

Fraction ol
CSLB
( I1 - I4e)

084
0.70
0.82
0.60

Fraction of
Tivin Related
Boundaries
/tì+tq Êt?7 Ì

016
030
018
040

0.1

1

0.25

0.07
u i-)

I{igher fractions of CSL boundaries and twil'is were f'ound in CSLE samples compared to
SA sarnples. it is worth noting that the upper limit of X was

I49.

based on the work

of

Shvindelerman and Straumal {òund in [7]. Àlloy Ul{Pq resulted in higher CSLB and trvin

fiactions than alloy {-ttiP8. Additionai strain

-

auneal treatment and the metal purity were

main reasons for the elevated special boundaries tr)roportiôn of UHP9. Was [36] described
the reason for these CSI-Bs to have good propeÍies during deforr-nation ivas their ability

to increase the internai stress by trapping run-in lattice dislocations at the grain
boundaries as extrinsic grain boundarlr dislocations (EGBDs), creating back-stresses on

following djslocations rather than anûihilating thetn, as in the case of high angle grain
boundaries. lt r.ças obsen'ecl lrom tl,e literatuie that the processing sequeuce and the

duration olanneal was not clearly erplained, the rrethodology leading to the increased in
special boundaries can not be readily understood.

Douglas and Was [7] have also used Ni-1óCr-9Fe alloy (Alloy 600) to analyse the
effects ofgrain boundary misorientatioir on intetgranuiar cracking behaviour ofCSLBs
and general high angte lroundarìes (GHAtss). Tests rvere conducted by cotrstant extension
rate tensile tests (CERTs) in 360"C tlorving argon and in deaerated high purity water

z9

atnrosphere.

îhe experimental procedure was sei-up similar to Thaveeprungsriporn

and

Was' paper. where sanrples were initially annealed and followed by multiple step thermomechanical processing iìsted belorv

Tal¡le 7: T'herr¡ro-¡¡lee[ranic*å Frocessillg steps of Alloy 600

t200'C: lhr

Ann.

Seq

[71

1

Seo. 2

Ann. I 57o tensiie strain - 945'C: 75min. j 2%o tensile strain + 890'C. 15hr +
3%n terisile strain + 890'C: 20h¡
Ann. + 5?á tensile strain I 890'C: t6hr + 3?i, tensile strain + 890'C: 20hr

The proportion olCSLBs found in solution annealed (S,4^) sarnples was l2 to 20 percent,
ar.rd

the coincident-sited Iattice errhanced (CSLE) sarnples contained 27 ro 44 percerú

CSL boundaries, for

I

< 49, not including coherent twitr boundaries. These samples also

showed that CSI-Bs are moLe crack resistant thau

GlldBs ill either environment,

types ofboundaries are more craclç resistant in argon than in w'ater The result
characterizing these

and both

ol

low-I CSL boundaries efÌèctively block dislocation movements,

generating back stresses within the malerial to reduce creep rate and ifitergrâflular stress

corosion cracking [7]. A1l ofthe

I

CSI- boundaries were collected manually, possibJe

fewer special boundaries analysed than

ilit

were to be done by automated systems.

lt

should also be noted that coherent twin boundaries utere excluded fi-om the analysis
because the authors recognized that many erperiments have verified coherent

twill

boundaries encompass good mechanical propefties, hence a lower fiaction ofCSL
boundaries was apparenl compared to other investigations.
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Thenno-mechanical processing oflnconel 600 and OFE-Cu has shown an
increase in the relative fiaction ofspecial boundarìes, inr¡estigated b1, Kumar, Schrvartz
and King [47]. Treatments used for lnconel 600 were 20% thickness reduction, annealed

at 1000"C for l5 minutes in air lollowed by a water quench. The same sequence of strain

-

anneal was perforrned f-or seven trials. OFE-Cu received similar sequential treatments

as

lnconel 600, which the applied strain ivas 20o/,-j0o,/o, anliealecl between 500'C and

600"C fbr 15 minutes. EBSÐ obseiwatiors revealed both materials showed increase in the
fi'action ofspecial boundaries rvith each processing cycle, and a reduction in connectjvity

of random boundaries

as

the fì-action ol special boundaries increased.

2.6.4 One Step Strain Amneaåing

A variety of thermo¡neshaÈical trcaïments liave been tested with commercially
pure Nickel (99.5% pure) to study twin formation during straiu-annealing processes [9,

12, 19,22,25, 4Bl. The presentes of

low-I CSL troundaries

and annealing twins have

been associated with favourable properlies such as resistance to co¡¡osion and

intergranular fracture [22]. Therno-rnechanical processing details ofThomson and
Randle's experiments are shorvn in Table 8:
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Tal¡le S: Str¿¡in anneali¡¡g processing detaíns of con¡¡¡lercially pure nickel [221
SÉrf¡in Råte
None

Sanrple
A
B

Stn¿ i¡¡

C

-69

Fast

D
E

-6o/n

Fâst

-60/"

Fast

F

-6%
-6%

SIow

-60/0

Fast

G

T'herrnal Processing
None
12hr / 750'C (r'acuum) + l2hr / 750'C air)
thr / 500'C {¿i¡\ l2hr I 750"C (ai
thr¡ 500 C lair¡ i llhr/ 750'C 1ai
thr / 500'C (air) + 12hr / 750'C (air) + 20min /
1000"C (air)

t

I 750"C (vacuunr
thr / 500'C íair) + 12hr 1850"C
241tr

Fast

Samples were forged using a low compressive strain (ì.e. 60lo) at room

temperature, followed by thermal treatments perlormed either iu air or under vacuuul to
determine ilthe resultant precipitation ofoxide may affect the recovery mechanism, and

twinning in parlicr"rlar. Single step and n:rultiple sieps strain-anneal treatments were tested
and analysed for

low-I

CSL boundaries and twin boundaries

Sample A was the relerence specimen. received no strailis oí heat treatments. The

dilference tretween samples C ancl Ð was that sample D was produced 1ì'om sample C by
removìng a surface layer to compare the trvinning processes in the bulk and surface
regions. Other samples were processed as outlined in the Table

I

atld the results are

summarized in Table 9.

Table 9: Res¡¡lts of twinnins frequency and LÄE (a¡lproxirmate valrues) [22]
Tu,ìnnins F
15 3

B

ofLAB (%ì
69

Frequencv

5

C

398

25
53

E

21.2
3 3.8

F

G

t/ I
379

2.4
8.5

l8

Results obtained in Table 9 r.vere based on the percentage twinning
and incoherent twins, and the frequenc-v

(I3),

coherent

ofLAB occurrence. Data regarding I<29

boundaries were not given. Coherent or incclherelìt twin boundaries were clearly
distinguished by the authors, using Biandon's criterion.

It was described in the paper that the annealing temperatures selected at 750'C or
below were low enough to ensure that recrystaliization does not occur in the annealing
time allowed, but the lecovery mechanism is still operative [22]. Only tlte 850'C and
higher treatments were sufflrcient tû activate graiu bour.rdary rnigration resulting in grain
gro\\¡th.

Experiments involving 2- 5 stages of ìterative thermo-nrechanical treatments
enhance the pofiion of twins

[9j more than a single

stage treatment. While the

twin

lraction decreased sligtitly during the first anneal, as it rvas found to be a necessary step
in the evolution ofthe finai fraction olCSLs [241. It rvas lound that multiple strain-anneal
treatments resulted in a high proportioir ofsecure triple junctions [12], with increased

low-I CSL boundary

populations. A secure triple junction is one where at least two

the adjoining inteifäces are ofthe

iow-I

ol

CSI- type. which can be considered to possess

special ploperties [12] againsi detrimental effects such as ìntergranuìar crack

propagâtion. A high proportion ofsecuie triple junctions have proven [12] to enhance
various mechanical propefiies ofthe matÕrìal.

_lJ

It was shown in [25j thai increasing the annealing temperature could increase the
twinning propofiion fbr commercially pure irickel. Moderate grain growth or increase in
grain size initiated the grain boundary rnigration process to fornr annealing twins [25,
48]. ,\ last rate ofgíain grow'th could calrse a fàst boundary rnigration which in turn
drastìcally reducing tlie total grain boundary area, renderiirg twinning redundant [25]. A

Iow strain rafe (0.000833mm/s) increased the proportion ollow angle boundaries, as well
as

twin boundaries. The reason was that samples strained at

a

spread the strain more uniformly, leading to a higher density

lower rate were inclined to

ollattice dislocations.

resulting in greater ievels of polygonization occu¡ring in the grains durìng annealing [24]

The temperature ofanneal should also be controiled when a tàst boundary

mìgration rate did not nucleate twins so readily as at slower migration rate, as shown in
Table 9. The annealing ter:rpel'ature was sufficiently high that grain boundary migration
can be activated as a prccess by which the overall fiee elÌergy was reduced, and some
degree ofgrain growth was needed to avoid

initial strains tû be absorbed into the grain

boundaries [48].

It was also lound that twinning could be ir.rfluenced by specimen purity. A
significant level of impurity was f-or¡nd iir commercially puie nìckei [25], which provided
preferential sites for oxygen to precipilate at grain boundaries. lmpur ities hinder twin
fbrmation mechanisms [25] by solutes satl¡rating at grain boundaries, and hampering
grain boundary mígrations during recover¡'. Samples annealed in a vacuum atmosphere
were found fo minirnize this effect. Eoth tire degree of plastic strain and annealing
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ternperature \\'ere two ínajor tàctûrs to provide ihe driving lbrce fbr the grain and grain
boundarìes to rotate to a more stable odentatìon.

2.7 Effects of Grai¡¡ Size

Grain size has been takeu as one ofthe impc!ftant factors to fractures in
polycrystalline materials. Watanabe found the frequency of random boundaries increases
as

grain size increases [6]. The frequency oflow angle boundaries and coincidence

boundaties decreased with increasing anlìealìng temperature [8], rvheu Fe-3 nrasso/o

silicon alloy rvas tested. Watanabe explained this Lrehaviour in [35] that lorv-I boundaries
generated at early stage ofnucleation are modifìed to random grain boundaries during

grain growth. In-turn, the fiequency ofrandom boundaries inçreases for a high annealing
temperature. Palumbo et al. have also shown [49] that decreasing grain size could

significantly irnprove the intergranular cracking resistance ofNi-base material.

The opposite effect was lound in ânoiher ofwatanabe's experiments [35], wìren

iron-silicon alloy ribbons was rapidly solidified and annealed, the lrequency

ollow-I

boundaries increased with increasing grain size. It was then stated [35] that GBCD
strongly depend on processing methods, graìn siza dependence ofGBCD difïers betlveen

polycrystalline materials produced differently.
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Pancle, lmanr and Rath established a relationship

density

'p'

lor grain size 'D' and twin

The mechanism ofthe fonnation ofannealing twins was studied using straìn

anneal treatments in pure nickel [26, 27].

(p /

pJ = (D,,/ D) log (Ð / Ð")

Where p" and Do are co stants (scaling factôrs). that aíe independent oftemperature.

(+)

lt

was found in [26] that grain size is an impoftant factor, where twin density was
determined uniquely by grain size: twin density'p' decreases with ìncreasing grain size

for suffrciently large grains.

Was, Thaveeprungsriporn and Crawt'ord's experiments [10] used Ni-based alloys

to characterize CSL boundaries. and the mean grain size was controlled to 35¡-tm and
300¡un, using tl.re strain and anneal technique. A ligure in [10] reported the difference in
grain boundary character distribution ofcoarse grain samples and small grain samples.
The results showed coarse grain samples (300LLm) contained a higher frequency of low-

I

boundaries

(L < 49) than sntall grain samples

(35Ltt'ìì).

Randle's previous woik involved with recrystallizaiion and grain growth as
energy minimizatìon process. Evidence in [50] showed that srnaller recrystallized graìns
were more likely bordered by a higlr propofiion ol low-Ð boundaries than are larger
recrystallized -qrains. It rvas also t-ound in [25] that an increased in twinning in

commercially pure nickel with increasing grain size. An important feature reviewed was

i6

that specimen purity cor-rld significantly ínfluence twinning propofiion; impurities hinder
the twinning mechanism of twin nucleation as grain boundaries migrate. The relationship
between tenìperature and grain size with respect to grain bour.rdary characteristic is that

insuflicient thermal treahnents woulcl not bring about boundary migrations, while
excessive graìn growth couid destroy special boundaries.

Grain size has always been taken as one ofthe irnportant microstructural facto¡
and to be related to characteristic features of fiacture in polycrystalline materials [37].

ln

fact, grain size itself is not suflcient in discussing the brittieness associated with
intergranular fracture [35]. lt can only deterrnine the density or the spacing ofgrain
boundarìes. it does not describe the structure [37j. or the connectivity between like or

unlike graìn boundaries [5]. lt is now knorvn that the types ofgrain boundaries and the
frequency ofdifferent types of grain boundaries produced by specif,rc processing have a
large effect on the resultant characteristics ofthe polycrystalline material.

2.8 Extended Ti¡ne of Ar¡nea[ Frocessirrg

lncrease in annealing times (greater than 168 hours) with single step or multiple
steps processing have been shown by Randle

[]9] to intprove the grain boundary

populatìon, by shifting the average v/v,', ratio fbr 13" s to lower values. The thermomechanical treatments for extended periods oi anneal is detaiied in table 10.

3l

Tahle t0: Table of l{eat-tl eatme¡¡ts for 99.999% p&re nickel

[91

Thermo-mechanical Treatment (in air)
-6%. Tr : 850'C' tr: 168hr
",:
ù - -6To. Tr - 850'C. t l6ghr. er: _60/o_Tt= 950.C. t2:241ìr
e,- -6%. Tr:850"C, tr - l68hr, ¿z: -6To. T2- 850"C, t::48hret: -6To. Tr - 850"C. tr - l68hr. ù: -6To. Tr:850"C- t:- 168hr

Samole
1

2
J

+

The overall population olcoincidence sile lattite boundaries did not increase wìth
ertended annealing times. It was found however that tlìe proportion
approach the exact

ofI3"s, u'hich

13 configuration, was increased. As the total )13 proportions

remained static during heat-treatÍnents, the reduction in mean deviation from exact

misorientation is the result ofan adaptation ofexisting grain boundary netwolk, rather
than the generation of new twins I l9] The term 'f ine tuning' was proposed to describe

this type ofbehaviour. The CSL bor¡ndaries
closer CSL matching than 5 <

t

of19

and

227

can progress towards to a

< 29, due to the potential for grain boundat'y energy

reduction is greater at 13 and l3"s; r'vhere

L9

and

I27

are attributed to the geometrical

necessity of 13 [ 19].

2.9 Ì\'Iaterial

Commerciallv pule (99.5%) rvrought Nicliel has a Face Certer Cubic structure.

rvlich represents spheres of unitbn¡ size are in the closest packing The planes in this
structure are stacked in the sequence ABCABC

[3;l] It was shorvn itt man.v lesearch [20.

221 that the urost stable coher ent tr.r"in boundaries

the

1-cc

erist lr4ren flvin interfàce is parallel to

{l ì lfplane.
38

\$

Figure 11: Scher¡r*tic re¡]reseEtâtion of gt'âin boundaqr structure fracfure [37]

Intergranular fracture generally depends ûn the bûundary type [8]. Premature
cracks formed pr-eferentially at random boundaries and tend to conlìect to each other and
propagate onto other random boundaries [5]. When a high frequency ofrandom

boundaries is contained in a polycrystal, chances oftirese weak boundaries to
interconnect would increase. Ûnce a crack nucleates, it can easily propagate along these
random bouldaries, resulting in possible materiai fàilure.

Watanabe [5, 6, 37,51] described the contept ofì:reaking uil the connectivity

ol

random boundary network by the itìiroduction of low angle grain boundaries and twin
boundaries. Schwartz, Kumar and King [52] and Schuh et al. [53] showed improvements

oltrreaking-up random boundary netr.vork aÍìer subsequent thermo-mechanical
processing cycles oflirconel 600. A sharp decreased in the relative fi'equetrcy ofrandom
boundaries beyond one-step processed cycle. The network ofrandom boundaries in the
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microstruûture ollnconel 600 in Figure i2 shows the break-r:p of randotn boundary

connectivity as a result of sequential processing of

30%o

deformation annealed at 0.8T"'.

Figure 12: &{isorient¿ttion må¡} ûf bt eãk-üp of ralrdom t¡oundarv networ}r for the
case of sequerltianly ¡lrocessed trnconel 6Ût [521

Schuh et al. [53] identifred a

f'i

aw to this concept that incneasir.rg special boundary

fraction alone was not a good preclictor ofthe netwoll( topology; it does not describe the
size and size distribution of random boundary clusters. The authors suggested the

criterion based on the triple junction distrii¡utions were more feasÛnable lor ranking
processes to break up random boundary connect;vity

Guo et al. [54] showed rnodìfication io the grain boundary character by
intersection of twin bouudaries to liquated graìn boundaries during welding. Alnlost

a1l

the liquated boundalies were found to be random lype and twin boundaries were never
obserwed to liquate [54]. trt was reported that

twi i

tersected grain boundary exhibits
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different types ofcharacters and erhibits diffeient resistance tc intergranular liquation.
Segments ofliquated boundaries were rescued by trvin boundaries intersecting ú'ith the

high angle boundary and modilying the character ofthis boundary rvith segment of low-

I

types.

Randle

[]2]

has shown increased in 13-boundary fraction promotes the formation

of triple junctions comprìsìng of 3-CSL boundaries, u¡here three ofthe adjoining
interfaces are of CSL type boundary using commercially pure nickel (995%pure) Tlie
l.esult of secure triple jLlnctions slrowed mini¡nizations of detrimental effects, such as

ìntergranular crack pro¡ragatìon [12] and sfress corrosìon cÌacking [42] Was et

al [55]

also witnessed a crack that ìnitiated on a CSI-E segment was stopped from advancing to

the adjacent FIAB by the twin intersecticn jn Ni-16Cr-9Fe-xC alloys. TlÌis demoustrates
rather a rare situation ofthe role twins played in for arrestíng grain boundary crack
propagation, considering cracking of CSLBs is less common ihan HA-tss.

2.X1 Ðlecfron tsactr-Scattered

Ðiffractio¡r {EESÐ}

Kikuchi was the first to obsen'e election difl¡:action, through
192S [56]. This was also the frrst recorded observation

ofa divergent

a

thin mica cry-stal in

lream diffraction

pattern, a description ofthe technique that norv can-ies his name, Back-scattered Kikuchi

Ðiffraction (BKÐ). With continuous developments ol Scanning Electron Microscope

tlfough

1960's, the technique for microtexture developed and was known as the Electron
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Backscatter Ðiffraction (EBSÐ) systei-n. From then on, grain boundary characteristic

distributions could be determined bv analyzing backscattered diffraction data

2.tr2 Scope of Freser¡t {nvestigâÉio¡r

In summat'y, grain boundary engineering was developed two decades ago to
promôte high propotions ofspecial grain boundaries or low-CSL boundaries by applying
strain and anneal technique. As can be seen fiom the literature survey, both 1ow and high
strain,

aS

well

as single and

multiple processing have been used. The beneficial effects of

ìncreasing these special boundaries have shown to impl.oved mechanical propefties olthe
material during service.

As shown in previous sectioirs ofthe literature revierv, cltanges in the liequency
of special grain boundaries have beeir observed for various tirermo-nrecha ical
processing. However, there is a lack of information regarding the mechanism operative in
such microstructural changes. ln addition, tlìere are no references in the literature directly
concerned with evaluating key ¡I ocessing characteristics ând theii interactions tlrat

directly infìuence

low-I (l

29) fonnation.

Keeping this background in view, the present investigatiorl was unde¡'talien in
order to acquire comprehensive understanding ofthe Ûrechanisms involved in producing

high proportions of

low-I

boundaries and the influence on grain boundary connectivity

Due to microstructural cornplexity oflalloys, comrnercially pure nickel or Ni-200 (99 5%
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pure) was used to miniÍìize soiute irìhibition oltwinning, thereby reducing drag effects
on grain boundaries during the occurrence
stacl<ing fault energy to enal¡le

oftwin nuclei. Niokel provides medium

twinning or trvin related bounriaries to occur [29] to

increase the CSL bor.rndary population.

Samples were heat-treâted in an argon atmûsphere to a\/ûid oxygen precipitation

within the grain boundaries, hindering grain or grain boundary rotations Processing
parameters to control the thermo-mechanical processing are the amount of deformation

(3% to 12% tensile strain). annealing ternperature (50Û'C to 1000'C) and the time
anneal

of

(l0min. to 168hours). The strain and anneal technique used were in combinatìon

ofthree processing parameters; varying degrees of low strain, annealed at above and
below the recrystallization teinperatì'¡re and the tìme of anneal. The electron Backscatter

Diffraction (EBSD) technique was employed to rnicroscopically analyze these grain
boundaries, with the objective to increase the level of

low-I CSL boundaries greater

50%. In addition to understandìng the key process characteristics controlling the
generation of special boundaries

(I3

- 129), a processing model was also developed

relating fraction special boundaries to processing parameters.

than

Chapter 3
EXPERINTENTAL PROCEDURE
3.1 Chemical Conrposifion of Ni-200
Pure nickel has relatir.ely good mechanical properties over a rvide tange

of

temllerature, and excellent resistance to ma¡v corrosive Lnedia. The chetnical
conrposition ofthe corrnrelcially pure Nickel (Ni-200) used is giveu as:

Table

ll:

Limiting Chemical Com¡rosition, wt. 7o

Ni

Co

Cr

3u

Fe

Bal

0.0006

0.009

U,UJ¿

o.o21

Mn
0.18

Mo
0,00036

Nb

0.00024

Ti

0.023 i 0.00037

Ni-200 has good resistance to corrosion in acids and aikalis and is rnost useful under
reducing conditions, but it is also severely attacked in oxidizing salt solutions [57]. lt is
used fur a variety ofprocessing equiprnent, particularly to maintain ploduct purity in

handling foods, synthetic fìbres, and alkalies [57].

3.2 Sample Preparation
The material rvas received as a sqlrare sheet of I.2rn

XI

2m, cut into tnany strips

of 12.5mnl rvide and maclìirled according to the ASTM E8 specification.
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*****1r
Figure l3: Schematic representation of machined standard tensile sample [58]
The values olgauge length, width and thickness are given as follows:

Legend

Dimensions

Gauge Length (G)

65.Omm

width (w)

12.5mm

Thickness

3.25mm

AII the samples were machined using a programmed computer numerical control

unit at the University of Manitoba. An Instron tensile machine was used to perform
tensile test along the gauge length, indicated by arrows in Figure 13. An extensometer
was attached to the center ofthe gauge length to accurately measure the applied strain.

It

was taken into consideration that the strain applied is evenly distributed through the
gauge length

ofthe sample; therefore

samples analysed were taken from the gauge length

(G) cross section from the straining direction.

3.3 Stress and Strain under Axial Loading

Whether the material will break under the given loading depends on the material

itself, and the ability to withstand the intensity ofthe distributed internal forces (P)
through a cross sectional area (A) [59] , known as the stress on that section.

o=P/A
Stress was denoted by the Greek letter

(s)

o (sigma), expressed as force per unit area. The

sign convention to indicate tensile stress is positive ( + ), a negative sign ( - ) to indicate

compressive stresses.

The normal strain (r) in a material under axial loading is the deformation (ô) per

unit length (L) ofthat specimen.

e:ô/L

(6)

3.3,1 Engineering Stress-Strain Curve

Plotting the stress verses the strain as loading continuous to apply to the specimen
would yield a stress-strain diagram that can determine some strength parameters and the

ductility of the mate¡ial.

Convenl¡oñol stroln

,

Figure l4: Engineering stress-strain curves [59]

Figure i4 is a typical engineering stress-strain curve for a ductile material. Stress

-

strain curves are unique for each material, and it is found by recording the amount

of

deformation (strain) at distinct intervals oftensile loading.

The 0.ZYo offset yield strength or(ASTM E8) [58] is the point after which any
continued stress results in permanent, or inelastic (plastic) deformation. Plastic

deformation is permanent (irreversible); material is permanently deformed even when the
load is released to zero. The stress to produce continued plastic deformation increases

with ìncreasing plastic strain, or the metal strain-hardens,

as in the case

ofcold working.

As the specirnen elongates, its width and thickness decrease uniformly along the gauge
length in cross-sectional area. This is the region where the percentage deformation is
measured. A material is considered to have completely failed once the fracture stress was
reached,
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3.J Tension Test
Tension tests rvere performed using an Instron Tensile machine. A softrvare called
"stress

- t" was used to control

the tensile machine, written by Don lvfardis, a technician

from the Metallurgical Science Laboratory at the University of Manitoba. Samples were
tensile strained at room temperature and the yield stress was taken as the 0-2% offset

yietd strenglh. Data acquisition controlled valuables are listed below:
Tensile strain properties

Sample

speed. 2 samples/sec.

Strain options. Extensometer
Sample

type:

Plate

Strain

rate:

5X1o{nim/sec

Strain increment. 0.005mm/mm

-

head

speed:

Full

scale

strain: l0 volts

Cross

5rnni,/min.

Full scale load: 3000kg

AII processed samples were observed in an optical microscope after polishing and etching
using standard metallographic techniques. The etchant rvas a solution containin-q 509'i,

nitric acid and 509Á acetic acid.
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3,5 Hard¡ress &{easure¡ne¡¡ts

Vickers Ftrardness tester wíih iûkg load was used io measure the hardness of each

sarnple Tests ivere performed following the Standard test method for Vickers Hardness
of Metallic Materials E92 [60]. An indentation hardness test using a calibrated machine
to force a square based pyranridal diamond iïtdetiter liavìng a f,ace angle of t 36u, itito tlie
surface

ofthe lraterial under test and to measure the diagonal ofthe resulting inrpressiott

removal of f'orce. Vickers Hardness number (VH) relates to the applied fbrce and the
surface area

ofthe permanent impressive, in ienns of kgÛmrn2. Five to eight

measurements rvere taken per sample and hardness curves were plotted using the average

value measured

3,6 Thermo-mechanical Processing

A wide selectioli ofphysical parauìeters, such

as

the annealitg temperature,

degree ofple-strain. time ofanneal, grairr size, and the atmosphele of heat-treatnents catt

influence the results fiom a st¡ain anlealing erperiment. A lirnitation ou the number

of

erperirnental variables is considered judicious

3.6.1 Short Annealing Time Erperiments
Erper-iments rvere desigried using a 2ì factorial matriï, to determine the effects

of

different corlbinations ofpre-strain (tow and liiglt) and temperatule (lorv and higlt) or
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grain boundaries, while holding the time of anneal constant for l0 nìinutes. An eranple

offhe

23

factorial rnatrixes is detloustrated in the Table 12.

Table 12: Example of 2l factorial matrixes

S[ain (%)

Temperature {oC )

Total Stlain (%)

Lor.v

Lorv

Lorv

Higlr

Lorv

Lorv

Low

High

Low

Higlr

High

Lolv

Low

Low

Htgli

Hìgh

Lor,v

Higlr

Low

High

Higlr

High

Higlr

Higlt

The tluee processing parameters to control and rnanipulate t-or the design

matrir

are

Shain. 3%, 60,/o,99,i, l2-9'o ltensile straitt)
Terìlperature: 500"C,600'C, 700'C, 800'C, 900'C, 1000'C

T

.ne:

l0 minutes

Heat-treatments were performed in an ineft atnìosphere (argon gas) to avoid precipitation

of the or¡'gen that rnay affect the recovery mechanistn, followed

b-v

air cooling to room

temperatüre. ln the early stages of experimentations, the time ofanneal were held
constant while rnanipulating the strain and temperature valuables only, to obserue
changes in special boundaries. Single step and sequential rnultiple steps strain

-

ameal

treatmerts rvere performed follorving the 2r factorial rnatrir procedur e by selecting

5l

diffelent conrbir.rations ofstrain levels

ancl temperatures,

while holding the time ofanneal

cônstant

3.6.2 Time Exfended Erperiments

Erterrding the tinie ofanneaÌ beyond l0 rninutes rvere processed to obserue
cl.ranges

ir

GBCD conpared to short amrealing tirne processes Thìs lvas clone by using

a

lolv pre-strain of i% and 69å, arurealed at temperatures of700oC and 800oC. Table l3
outlines the tbrmat of the time e,rtended experiment.

Table 13: Time extended ex¡rerimenfations
Strain

*

Time

amreal

3% at 700'C

0.167hou¡

48 hours

72 hours

96 houls

168 houls

69i' at 700oC

0.

l6Thour

48 hours

72 hours

96 hours

168 liour

3% at 800"C

0. I 67

liour

42 hours

84 hours

126 hours

168 houl's

0.167 hour

42 hours

84 lrours

[26 hours

168 liours

6"2ó

at 800'C

Samples annealed at 0.167 hours

or

s

10 rìlinutes are considered as the stafting

point ofthe long tirne anneals experirnent. Tlìe maxintum arurealiug tiure used u,as 168
hours, based ou solìre ofRandle's experiments [19] u'here extensive coherent )-3 tu'ili
boundaries ll'ere found for a long annealing period. Lìtelmediate tiures rve¡e recorded and
anall,sed betrveefl 0. j 67 hours to 168 hours, to obsen e the transition change between
annealing.
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3.7 Scanning Electro¡r Microscopy (SE&{}

Electron microscopy is oilen used to study microstructural as well

as

morphological features of engineered materìals. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
uses a stream ofelectrons generated by thermionic emission, accelerated toward the

specimen inside of a vacuum.

Samples were observed in JEOI-, JSM-5900LV scanning electron microscope

using the secondary electron image and back-scattered electron image. Ðifïerence in
crystal orientation can be obtained by utilìzing the backscattered electron mode, which is
a

function of Blagg's Law.

The diagram shown in Figure 15 is a typical Scanning Electron Microscope with

its components labeled:

I
I

BIE

sc.rnnûr¡5 coils

obit'ctivc lcruts
BSE dùtector

EDS detcr-tor
,4,E

dctc,,'tùr
(ìr'tcaf(1r

samplc

-

Figure l5: Sche¡natic re¡]resentâtioii of the Scanning Ðlectron Microscope [18j
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A siream ûfelectÍons is confined and locused using metal condensor

lenses into a

thin, focused beam which irnpinges onto the sample using objective lenses. A variety of
signals could be sensed using the detectors shown in Figure 15.

3.8 Analyses T'echniques (EBSÐ

F*ttern Fcrrnation)

Electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSÐ) has become a tecognized teclrnique
for studying microstructure since 1970's [6]1. This teclrnique relies on positioning the
sarnple within the SEM chamber such that a small angle, typically

20',

made between the

incident electron bearn and the specimen surface [62]. The purpose ofthe tilt angle is to
reduce the path length ofelectrons, enhance the fractior.r ofbackscattered electrotìs to

erperience diffraction by lattice planes in the sampled volume [63]. As electron beam
enters the sample, it would diffuse and scattered in all directions. Some electrons would

diffract at the Bragg angle 0s at every set oflattice planes [62]. Bragg's Law is defined
as.

7,"

n

- 2d+sin 0u

Q)

Where n is the order of reflection and it is equal to 1 for EBSD [62] À is the electron
wavelength, d is the lattice spacing and 0n is the angle between incident x-r'ays and the

diffracted beam, rvhich was found to be about 0.5' [62].
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As diffraction occurs in all directiclns, the locus ofthe diffracted radiation, [62] is
the surface of a cone, extending about the normal ofthe reflecting planes having a half
apex angle 90 -

0¡'. When the source olelectron scatfering was considered betw-een

lattice planes, two cones wculd radiate from each side of the planes. With a small Bragg
angle, diffracting cônes are nearly flat, at 180' [62]. The resulting electron diffraction

patteni (EBSP) or the Kikuchi patterll, can be imaged by a fluorescent screen located
inside the specimen chamber.

In ci
",1e¡

T,l,
I

.,-l

c¡r

t

h,in

Ìr.'.rrt r

I

rllcrE

Figure 16: fu¡elastic Scattered electror¡s fromr specimen generating Kikuchi-lilres on
fluorescent screen l62l
EBSD Kikuchi pattern consists ofpairs ofparallel lines that cotrespond to a
distìnct crystallographic plane, each pairs oflines are knowu as a l(ikuchi band The
intersection ofbands corresponds to a zone axis (pole). The Kikuchi patterns essentially
embody all the angular relationships in a crystal, both the interzonal (angle between each
stron.q band) and interplanar angles, and therefore

implicitly contain the crystal symmetry

l)

[61] This u'ould permit a direct imaging of the specimen almost

at the same time as the

diffraction pattern is taken [64], despite the highly inclined specimen geometry with
respect to the electron beam

The interaction ofthese Kikuchi dilfiactiou patterns defines the characteristic
grain boundary. Adjoining grains with a high degree of lattice matching from the crystal
orientation, which can be signified by a low coincident site lattice (CSL) number

(l

< 29

normally considers as low CSL) using the EBSD system.

3.9 Orientation trrnaging R4icroscopy

(OlM)

A technique that rnonitors both the microstructural

aÌ1d

orientation information is

essential. Electron Backscatter Ðiffraction (EBSD) system is the technique now used in

conelation with solìware incorporatìng fully automated procedures for recognizing and
indexing diffraction patterns [65]. This reconstruction technique is known as the
Orientation lmaging Microscopy (OtM) set up by Dingley arrd Adams by TSL in Salt
Lalie Cìty, Utah.

To accurately obtain the orientation fiom the indexing ofa diffraction pattern
during scanning. three calibration constants x- y, / are necessary to derive. Coordinates x
and y indicates the sample position with lespect to the electron beanr, as shown in Figure
17. which arises from the intersection

ofa vector originating

at the intersection

ofthe
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electrons with the sample ûûrmal tû the electrcn beam, called the 'Pattem Center' (PC)

[61] Pattern Center

is altered as the beam changes its position on the sample surface; the

optimize position for a perlect calibration is to set PC 2/3 olthe way up from the bottom

olthe screen [65] Another impoúant valuable /is the normal distance from the
intersection ofthe electron beam with the sample to the phosphor screen. Normal
distance l between 350 and 500

lor

a

working distance of 12mm would provide good

spacing between sample and the camera.

Figure 17: Schematic of the EBSD geornetry including calit¡ratio¡¡ pararneters [66]

One

ofthe ûlûst imporLant componetts olthe OIM system is the camera, w-hich

obtains diffraction images [65] from the sampie The capability ofthe camera systetr in

obtailing images with low brightness in a short time will dictate tlie SEM operating
conditions required. The camera control unit (CCL') receives the signal from the camera
and provides a television output vìdeo signal. The CCU generally has controls

fòr
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electronicall-v altering the intensity gradient across the detector, in which the raw image is
as smooth as possible. Gain

control and black level are also typically included for user

manipulatior.r of the raw images. The Õutput signal is sent to an imaue-processing unrt

wtich

enhances the signal and conects for any intensity gradients across the phosphor

screen. This is done by fÌrst collecting a signal from a large volume

ofthe material being

analyzed.

The EBSP collected fro¡n the large area (background) is stored in a buffer. Each

time an EBSP is captured, this buffer is automaticallv subtracted from the EBSP, which
result an enhanced contrast level. The processed signal sirrultaneously with the EDS data
is sent to the computer for analysis. The formation, capturing and subsequent indexing of
the Kikuchi patterns are the basic mechanisms which are necessary for electron
backscatter diffraction

Although it has been acknowledged that EBSD is an important use for
determination of crystallographic textures, there are still a number ofinherent problems

with the system [67]. These problems include the ability to index deformed
microstructures and the difficulties ofanalyzing pattems in the region ofgrain boundaries

l67l
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3.9.1 ûrie¡ltation and Misoriep¡tation

A coordinate system witlì
esseûtiâl to specify an odentation

a relerence

ofa

lrame consisting ofat least two axes is

specinren. The important surfaces and directions to

define the axes are surface nonnal (SN), rolling direction (RD) and transverse direction

(TD) Directions

and axes in the crystal specify the crystal coordinate system; the axes

[100], [010] and [001] as shown in Figure 18 could be recognized and calìbrated through

OIM

irUlj¡l{lli}l

K

TI)
Figure 18: Coordi¡laÉe systems cf s¡recimen and c¡¡l¡ic symmetric crystal llSl

3.9.2 EBSP Image Prccessing

The first step in automated indexing ofelectron backscatter pattems (EBSP) or

I(kuchi

patterns is to ertract the l¡ands frorn the pattern. Using the Hough transforn
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(Radon transform') 1962. to extracl band inÍbrmation is the most commonly method
employed today [68]. The equation goveming the Hough transform is:

p:

x cos Q+ y

si'r,

(8)

0

Where (x , y) describe a set ofpixel coordinates forming a line, p is the perpendicular
distance f¡om the origin and

(p,

I

ìs the angle

with the nonnal, where tbe Hough parameters

0) provide a wave like function in l-Iough space. An alternate description

parameters Qt

, 0) u'e shown schematically in Figure

it

1f.

¡l-

ì¡

ofHough

19.

¿1

X

Figure 19: Scher¡ratic of'ÏIougtt tnarasfonm pårârneters in x-y space

[691

The purpose ofthe Hough lransform is to conveft tlìe parallel lines f'ound in

EBSD patterns to become single points in the Hough space [69]. These converted points
are easy to identify and be used in automatic computation. A Kikuchi band can be found

by adding the intensity ofeach

(x, y) pirel

and find the peatri ofrelatively high intensity

in the Hough transf'orm
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3.9.3 Auto¡nated lndexiug

Once the Kikuchi bands have been detected, the reflecting planes associated with

the detected bands can be identified. Band characteristics can be used lor indering the

width ola band (d-spacing through Bragg's law) and the angle between the located bands
(compared to interplaûar angles). For a given diffraction pattern, several orientations may
be found which satisly the diffraction bands detected by the irnage analysis route. The

reliability ofthe indexing bands depends on several parameters. the confidence index
(CI), the image quality (IQ), and the fit betweerì the recalculated and the detected bands.

3.9.4 Confidence index (CI)

Confidence ìndex is given by

t-f

Itr.|
-

- t'- )

I¡

(e)

where Vr and V2 are the two highest numbers ofvotes (possible indexing solutions within
the tolerance angle fi'oin the orientation) and V,,,,,,r represents the total possible number

of

votes from the detected bands. Cl value yields betrveen 0 and I, and in general, CI values
greater than 0.4 or 0.5 represents a proper indexing pattern [6-5].

6l

3.9.5 Image Quality (I.Q.)

The image quality reviews the relative quaiity ofthe electron backscatter

diffraction pattern using the intensities ofthe lound Hough peaks. l.Q. is a function olthe

techlique and parameters used to inder the pattern, and it is dependent on the material
and the video processing (changing the contrast and brightness affects the

I Q. values)

Properly polished and calihrated samples w-ould yield an l.Q. value >200. In the vicinity

ofa grain boundary or precipitate, the LQ. would drop dramatically

as the systern may

view two diffraction patterns with the change in orientation on going fi-orn grain to grain
162l

3.9.6 Fit PârarneteË

The fit parameter defines the average angular deviation between tlie recâlculatecl
and the detected bands, or ho.rv rvell tlre system is calibrated rvith the crystal structure
paranleters defined. This gives an indication

ofthe reliability ofthe pattern during

ìndexing. Lor.v ftt value. such as <1 meatis a good fit.

3.f 0 OINI Dafa Collection

Orientation Iurage Microscopy (OIM) has largel-v superseded other expetiuiental

tech

ques, such as Tra_nsmission Elect¡on Microscopl'

(TEM)

and Electron

Chanlellinq

in the SEN{. Tliis is due to the straiglrtt'orward s¡recinien preparation afld the large trumber
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of orientation measurements attainable in a relatively short period of tirne A picture
inside of the SElvf chamber is shown in Figure 20:

Figure 20: Picture inside of SEÌII chamber
Samples were observed in SEM with an integrated OIM attachment supplied by TSL,

Inc. (Draper, UT) automatically acquires and processes EBSPs for the determination

of

local orientations. misorientations, and microtexfures.
The software used to collect orientation data points rvas OIM data collection
version

i.5 by TSL, Inc. It allorvs the orientation at spatially specific points in planar

sections of the microstructure to be measured. lndividual orientation measuÍements were
made at discrete points on a sample by a liexagonal cell. Iocated in a rectangular grid

of

dimensions prescribed rvith a certain rvidth and heiglrt, depelding on the step sizes of

l-

8¡rm over an a¡ea of

-lXl0t

-

5XlOu¡,tot it, dinension.

At each point in the grid, the backscanered Kikuchi diflaction patterns

are

captured, tiarne averaged and autornaticallv indered. TIre image quality, confidence in

6ì

indexing the EBSP and the three Euler angles that describe the orientation are recorcled
along lvitlr cÕordillates describing tlre position. Therefore, irnages can be genelated by
rnapping the crystal orientation onto a colour or gre¡'scale and shade each poìnt on the

grid according

To

the crJ stal orientation

The orientation data were filrther anal¡rsed using Ollvl data anal¡rsis version 3.5 b1,

TSL, lnc. There are also situations rvhere OII\{ has clifficulties identifying sonie
orientatiorls, such as at grain boundaries wlrere patterns often are made up olitwo
superposed diffr-action patterns

fiom both crystal lattices. Incorrect solution

boundaries or triple points may result as bands rvere detected from both

rrear grain

ofthe superposed

pâtterßs.

The CSL nodel rvas used to characteríze the grain boundaries. Lor'v-I boundaries
lver e colour coded as f'ollorvs.

13

-

Green.

T9

-

Oranue.

F.27a.l¡

-

vellow-

OtherI<29andIl1:Red.
Ranclom

:

Black.

An average of300 grains was examined per speciuren

3,10.1 OIM Dat¡ Clean-tlp

OIM plovides several clean up methods tlrat clean up indivirlual data points

basecl on

the neìghbouring orientation. The steps used to clean up datasets are:
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1)

Glaìn CI standardization,

2) Nerghbour Orientation Correlatiou,
3) Crlain Dilation.

Tliis sequence of steps for the clean up t outiue rvas suggested by TSL. The iììportânce of
the clean np routine is to treat points with a lorv confidence inder (< 0.1). The certainty

ir.t

indexing ofEBSP is nearly constart at -95yo tbr confidence ildices greater tlte 0.l,

w'hereasthecertaintydecreasessharplyrvhenconf-ldenceindicesisIesstllan0.1[61].
The function of Grain CI Standardization changes tlie CI's of all poirìts irì a graìrì
to the maximum Cl found among all points belonging to tl.re qrain. Neighbour Orientation

Correlation ìs a clleck to determine ilthe oríentation ofeach data point is diftèrent fi oni
its neighbours with a grah tolerance angle. A grain tolerance angle of 5" r'vas used to

signify tliat only one nearest neighbour must be different, along rvitlr the minitnum graiu
size set at

2¡m and a minirrrurrr confidence index of0. L Tlre last

step is the Glain

Dilation rnethod. This is an iterative routirìe that only acts on points tltat do not lrelong to
an1,

neighbouring grains. Ifthe majoritl' of r.reighbours ofa particular point belong to the

sarne grain, tlien the orientation

ofthe particular point is changed to natclì thât ofthe

majority grain. This process is repeated until each point

ir

the datâ set becones a tnember

ofa grain. Thereafter, colour-coded bounda¡ies can be assigned with respect to theh type
ofbouldary, random or special. Boundaries rvith

wl

le bounclalies rvith l-> 29

ar e

l<

29 are considered to be special,

random high angle l¡ourdaries.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Mechanical Properties of Ni-200
À4eclunical propeÍies ofthe as

-

received corrrnerciall¡' pure nickel or Ni-200

(99.5% pure) are listecf ìn Table 14.

Table

l,l: Mechanical Properties of Ni-200

Yield Strength (0 2% Ofïset)
Ultimate Tensile S
Fracture Stren
Uniform Elongation
Maximunr Straìn

290 MPa
502 MPa

4l I MPa
4'1 8 V"
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Values wele recorded as the speciüen tensile strained ülìfil tÌactured at loorÌl

tel perature. An engûreering stress strain curve was also
strailied until tì-actured, sltown in Figrne 2 l.

generated ffrr the same sample

Thin black lines a¡e bounda¡ies representing random high angle boundaries, and
the otl.rer coloured lines (gleen. orange, yellorv arrd red) represert [o'"v-I boundaries, as

described in the erperimental procedure section. A list oftolerance angles and fractions

ofCSL boundaries (3

If

< 29) are showu in Tabte 15.

Table 15: List of tolerânce vâlues and fractions of Signra boundaries of
as-received sample with 3 < I < 29

TI
3

I

Olerânce l"I

8,66

I
27a
271)

Fraction
0.269
0.02
0 005

5

2.89
2.89

0.005

6.71

0.011

1'l

5.67
4.52

laA

416

13b

4.16

0.005
0.014
0 001
0.005
0.004

7

15

0

17a
17b

3.64

19a

344

0.006
0.002

19b

3.44

0 004

21a

2)1
J IJ

0.002
0.002
0.006

3
3

0.001
0 003

2.79
2.79

0
0.001

21b
25a
25b

29a
291)

0.365

Total

Tfie tolerance value indicated for each sigma boundary rvas obtained

automatically

b-v

the analysis progran usirg the "Brandon Cliterion'" in section 2.2.2,

wlìich represents the urariurum deviation perr.nitted fol that signia boundaly. It can be
obsen ed in Figure 22(b),(c) and the values in Table

boundaries) have the hi-qhest occurreuce for

lou-f

l5 that 13 boundaries (greeu

l¡oundaries, u'hen 3 <

I

< 29 was
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considerecl. For the as-received mate¡ial. tlie ÍÌaction

ofI3

boundaries recorded was

26.9To oui of 36.5-clo total special bourdaries. This indicates that
essential to the development ofspecial grain boundaries.

It

Ii

trorutdaries are

should be noticed tliat grain

boundaries are ilì corìtact 3-dimensionally rvith tnany other graiD boundaries in addition

to tl.rose vierved in a single 2-dimensional section; therefble results developed are applied
to the systen as a whole. rather tlìan tô individual boundaries as observed itl each
mapping.
The total frequency of special grain bouttdaries does not include contributious

from low-angle

(!

1) grain boundaries, due to ambiguities in

distingrishiig ilter'faces

fiour substructules presented in the as-received naterials. Hence, the total frequency of
special boundaríes reported is

likely

sker.ved toi,vard lorver valùes than are actually

presert. Thrs is a function ofthe TSL softrvate used

4.3 Ðtïects r¡f lleformation on GBCÐ

Plastically strained samples were analysed using OIM to observe and detect the
effects of cold work in the microstructure with respect to the distribution of special grain
boundaries.
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pattern from the unstrained material was characterized by sharp Kikuchi line pairs,
whereas the deFormed materials were more diffused. The quality of diffraction patterns

captured became more blurred as the level of deformation increased.

It

is possible to distinguish visually where deformation exists, as the

microstructures showed elongated grains, with thick dark deformation bands aligned
along the rolling direction (vertical bands). Grains became smaller and more elongated as
the amount ofdeformation increased. Close observation reveals that deformation bands

first form at the sides ofthe samples and then propagate through the volume ofthe
sample, This is in agreement with analyses made by Basson and Driver [70] as the width

of the sample decreased.

4.3.2 OINI analyses of low strained samples
The fraction of special boundaries recorded for these samples are summarized in

Table 16.

Table 16: Fraction of l"nfor Samples Deformed at Room Temperature
Deformation at Room Temperature

2,p%(3<I<29)

3o/o

slrain

380

6%o

strain

31.9

9%o

slrain

298

l2Yo strain

256

IJ

It

rvas fbund that an appliecl strain

populatiol
increased

of39ó does not luve much effect the overall )'.,,

r.vhen compared to the as-received sarnple.

to

129ó, a decreased

IÐ

:

36.5% As the applied strain

in 1",, was observed, as shorvn in Table 16. Thís was

caused by a higlr degree ofdefects inse¡ted in the miclostructure during detbruration,

increasing the number of higlier tnisorientated angle boundaries, leading to decreased
special boundaries.

It

has been observed in the litelature

IlS, 22, 36, 43] tliat the fomration oftliese

deformation iùduced boundary structufes provides the dfiving force to alter the grain
boundar¡r characteristics upon heat-treatnent. Graifi boundary enetgy mitlimization
processes, such as recovety, recrystâllizatìon and graìn grouth could change the GBCD

duling heat-treatmerf. The eftècts of heat-t¡eatûrent alone to GBCD of cormnercially
pure nickel (without del'ormation) have beeu studied by Randle, in [25]' thet efore.
annealillg on the sample alone u'ill not be analysed in this project. It should be noted that
the results

i¡

[25] strowed an increased in twirt density

as the amrealirlg tenìpefatlìre

increased, where grain growth was the driving force behind the energl' minimization
process. This is in agteement

,{.,1 }tr a¡'dness

witli observations made by Pande et al. [26]

Results

Hardness tests tvere rneasured using Vickers Hardness, rvhich can provide
coarse measure

a

olthe spatial extent of strain fields [63]. The lrardness ofthe as-receivecl

sanrple had a lmrdness measurement of 116\'IH. Cold lvorked sauples rvere tensile
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FiErre 25 shorvs tlie relationship betrveen lrardness and single step strain
annealed processecl samples rvith a confiderce ler.el (C.L.) of 959/o of

t

-

4.8\iH, sliorvn in

Equation 10.
r
95% C L. :11*SD)/nr

(

t0)

Where SD is the standard deviation ofthe sarnple, n is the numbel ofobservations, ivhich
is equal to

-5

and

t

:

2. 132.

Sanrples strained at 3%. 6%,

9o./o

and l2oto amealed at 500'C, 600'C and 700'C

sboned a near lineal increase in hardness as straír iucreases due to strain hardening

effect. At low temperatules, insutÏcient thermal energy rvas iDlparted to the systenì to
allorv strain energy to relieve the cold rvorked state.

Hardness curves f'or sarlples annealed at 800'C and 900'C however shoived
clecreased in hardness compared to the as-received sample,

whicli had a hardness of

116\+L A consistent range of90 to 100 VH was rccorded for all strain levels for these
two curves. The observ-ed reduction in hardness rvith increased terlìperatlrre is evidence of
stored energy being expended, causing the material to soften l.ncreased in gtain size was
observed for samples amealed at 800'C and 900'C. The grain size of samples strain and
annealed at 800'C averaged 5Tpm anc{ sanr¡:les processed at 900'C averaged 80pm,
cornpared to sarnples fìrr 700"C was -27¡rur. The inf'luences of

tlis behaviour to the

distribution of I-,,,, was fudher analysed using tlie EBSD teclnique in the latter sections.

4.5 Thermo-mechanical Processing

It

bas been sliorvn iri the previous section tliat tlre applied strain alone does not

increase the fraction ofspecial boundaries. r.vith an applied strain

r"rp

was found in [16] that heat-t¡-eatnent alone increases the ploportion
sample volume, not the overall

I"o distribution. The level of strain

to

120,6.

As rvell, it

ofl3" ivitl

n

a

and annealing

telnperatul e needed to reaclr a high level of special grain boundaries is unclear fr om

Figtrre 25. Therefore, one step strain

-

ameal treatments r.vere processed and analysed.

4.5.1 One Step Strain Anneal Processing Results

Å pre-strain of 39á (minimum) and

12o/o

(maximum) were chosen as lower and

upper limits of strain to apply to individual samples. The applied deformation is not

irtended to be sufficient 1o act as potential nucleation sites for r ecrystallization, but yet,
the recovery rnechanism is still operative

fol grain boundary migration. Annealing

temperatures of500'C and 700'C were chosen to obserwe the change in GBCD for
sarnples that strain hardened in Figure 25. 800'C was the temperature first observed

a

drop in hardness in Figure 25, which dictates that energy ninirnization processes rnay
have occurred for boundary migrations. Resulting fiactions ol special boundaries are

listed in Table 18.
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An annealing time of 10 minutes was chosen because for pure metals, grain
growth is expected to occur at high temperatures in a short period of time, owing to the
lack of solute inhibition compared to alloys. Grain size measurements ofthese one-step
processing are detailed in Table 19.

Table 19: Grain size meâsurements of one-step strain anneal treatments

I

step

1 step

I
I

I
I

It

-

Process

Grain size (¡rm)

As-received

26

3% annealed at 500"C

- 12Vo annealed

at 500'C

27
23

slep

-

3Yo annealed at 700oC

31

step

-

I2Yo annealed at 700"C

29

slep

-

at 800"C

29

step

3%o annealed

- l2Vo annealed

at 800"C
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can be observed from Table 19 that grain growth occurred

for the IZY; strain

sample annealed at 800'C being double the as-received value of 26¡rm. Meanwhile the

grain size for the other samples remained static compared to the as-received material.
Sample with 3l:o strain annealed at 800'C showed minimal increased in grain size at an
elevated temperature was possibly due to an insufficient strain energy supplied at grain

boundaries to instigate grain growth. At 12%o deformation annealed at 800'C, sufücient
amount ofenergy was stored and released for grain coarsening, driven by the reduction in
grain boundary area. Special boundaries recorded in Table 18 do not show significant
change from the as

-

received sample, Therefore, these single step strain - anneal
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processes has no impact on the distribution ofspecial grain boundaries over the range

tenìperatures (500"C, 700"C and 800"C) and strain level used (3%

-

of

12%).

4.5.2 Multiple Steps Strain Anneal Treatments

Further analyses were investigated using multiple steps strain

-

anneal

experiments to observe change in special boundaries proportion. The format ofthe

multiple steps strain

-

anneal treatments is shown in Table 12.

4.5.2,1 Annealed at 500'C and 700oC for l0minutes

Eight samples were developed in this experiment, and the percentage strain and
temperatures used are given in Table 20:

Table 20: Values for
Strain (%)

23

Factorial Multiple Steps Strain

Temperature

fC)

-

Anneal Treatment

Total Strain (%)

# of Cycles
z

J

500

6

6

500

6

J

700

6

6

700

6

J

500

12

4

6

500

12

z

J

700

12

4

ó

700

12

2

2
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agaíu held constant

tbr l0 minutes. Samples processed at I

39á strain (69'1, strain total) shorved a
60á strain and 4 steps

-

3-qó

step

-

-

6% strain and 2 steps

lighet fraction of special boundaries than f

steps

-

strain ( l2% strair total) samples.

Special boundarìes values of multiple steps processÙrg are given in Table 2l.

Table 21: Result Values of Multiple Steps Processing Annealed at 500oC and 700"C
500oC s.^ too)

t

step - 69lo

2 step

2 step - 6% strain
4 step - 3%

straìn:

:

:

l{r

292

41.5

69ó strain

31.5

12.3

129ó strain

lJ o

24.5

strain

22.t

25.6

strain:67ó strain

- i% straín

700"c

129"o

(%)

The I*,,, values for sarnples straitr and annealed at 500'C shorved a negative
iurprovement of special boundary fì'actions, '"vith
129¡ô

I*

< 31.5%. Samples r'vith a strain of

amrealed at botli 50ûoC and 700'C shorved a gleater drop in special trounclaries

compared to the as-received sanrple at 36.5%.

At lower pre-strain (total of6-9á strain), satnples processed at I
and 2 steps of 39'o strain annealed at

percentages, rvith

700'C

shor.ved an increased

step and

69,'o

straitt

in special boundary

!",, - 42%. Possible graiu boundary recovery occurred lbr

sotne

rotâtion ofgrain boundary plane r'vhen grain gronth was not observed for all the san.rples
processed at 700'C. The grain size lneasured for these samples is betr,veen 2:l-30¡,rm.

Results shorvs that a lorv strain of 694. amrealed at 700"C for l0 minr¡tes could increase
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Again the results of2 steps of69ó strain and 4 steps of

30/á

strain (total of l2%

stlain) processed sanples amealed at 800oC showed a lorv percentage ofspecial
boundaries. Tliis lvas simila¡ to samples annealed at 500"C and 700'C, with the
percentage ofspecial boundaries below the âs

-

recei\¡ed sarnple. Thus, this approach is

consistent rvith the trend of high strain ( l2% strain) and lorv annealing temperåture (

:

800''C) r'esults iu lot'er speciâl boundalies proportions than tl.re as-received material ()-",'

-

36 s%).

Grain gronth rvas obsened f'or all of the sanples rvith multiple steps processed at
800"C. Glain size measurements for these samples are indicated in Table 22.

Table 22: Grain size measurenìents of multiple steps processing at 80OoC
Grain Size (¡rrn)

Process
step

*

2 steps

2 steps

I

4

69lo

strain

50

-

39/ô

strain

58

-

69ó strain

steps

39.'ó

)f
56

strain

Only the sample processed at 2 steps ofi9á strain and an annealing temperature of800oC
increased tlre liaction ofspecial boundaries to 42.6%, sir¡ilar to the results found in

section 4.5.2 I (results of

602ô

strain samples annealed at 700'C, single or multiple step

processing). It is believed that recovery nrechanism remains opetative at 800'C, witli
sorre grain boundary migration and grain growth occùrrence to enhance the special

bourdaries ploportiol. OINÍ maps tbr the sanple processed rvith 2 steps of i9á strair,
annealed at 800"C

for I0minutes is shown iü Fisufe

30.
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The random boundary network ofFigure 30(b) appears to be insufücient to breakup the connectivity ofthe random boundary. High clusters of random boundaries

of

remained in connectivity, similar to the results found in [53] when the total fraction

special boundaries is less tha¡ 50%o. Continuous processing modification is necessary to

further increase the fraction of special boundaries to break-up the random boundary
connectivity.

With the data collected for the th¡ee temperatures so far, multiple steps strainanneal processing

oflow

strains (6% strain) annealed at 700'C and 800oC has enhanced

the fraction of special boundaries more effectively than single step treatments, On the
other hand, multiple steps strain

-

anneal with high strain (12% strain) have shown

lower the fraction of special boundaries. Therefore, multiple steps strain

-

induce a higher fraction of special grain boundaries than single step strain

to

anneal may

-

anneal

processing at low strains and high temperature.

4.5.2.3 Annealed ât 900"C for l0minutes

The next set of experiment were analysed using an annealing temperature

of

900"C, while holding the same sequence of deformation and the time of annealing
constant for l0 minufes, Figure

3

1.
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Figures 34-37 consist oftwo OIM maps in each figure. OIM maps ofFig. 3437(a) are the entire grain boundary netrvorlq and Fig. j4-37(b) are identical to Fig. 3437(a) only with special boundaries eliminated. Grain gror.rth was observed for these
sanrples amealed at 900oC, witlì the growth of tl.rese glâìlìs being as expected larger than
sanrples amealed at 700oC and 800'C.

lt

can be observecl that many enlarged gtains r.vere

bounded by random boundaries, indicated by black lines in Figures 34-37(b) on ttie

raldorn boundary netrvork maps
A decrease in the connectivitl, ofrandom boundaries has been shorvn in some
studies [5, 6, 37, 53] that could nlnimize intergranular degradations. Multiple steps
¡rrocessed sarnples annealed at 900oC provided an increased fraction of specìal
bourrdaries, up to 1.,, -7 5To and a much improved comlectivity of random boundaries

conprued to Figure 30 for a lorv percentage ofspecial boundaries. Miuor clusters or a
path of like boundaries, consisting of interconlected random boundaries riray still exist,

which are indicated by black arrows in Figures 34(b), 35(b), 36(b). These intercorurected

randon boundaries are likely paths favoured to crack propagatiori.

A sample ptocessed in 4 steps of

3-9ó

strain annealed at 900oC,

l'ith the randon.t

boundaly network shown in Figure 37(b) is the only erception fi'om the four samples
anlealed at 900oC that do uot lrave a distinct path or clnstets ofrattdom l¡oundaries.
Grain gror.r'th r.vas observed in this sample as the size of each grain was approximately

61pm, and this or y limited eÉrarìeous larue grails bounded by random boundaries rvas
obsen'ed.
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Many intercomected random boundary paths rvere arrested at triple junction,

forrled by at least t$,o special boundaries. An increased in the I.,' fraction ptomotes the
folnation of triple junctions comprising of three lorv-J- CSL boundaries, to break up tlre
randol¡ boundary continuity Processing of4 steps of3% strain annealed ât g00oc
consisted ofa con.rbination ofthe liighest ttactions ofspecial bor¡ndaries
and the obserçed

co ìectivity ofsuch

secur-e

(:.p:

junctiorìs that have been proven

76.8%)

Il2]

to

provide invaluable protection against many detrimentaI effects, such as intergranular
crack propagation.

4,5,2,3.1 CSL distributions
Figure 38 is tlie CSL boundary distribution graph of multiple steps processed
sarnples amealed at 900"'C, 3

<:,

< 29. The legend l-69ó nleans.

deformation. S.imilarly, 2-39'o flreans 2 cycles, each of

3-9'o

ole cycle wilh

one

69/'0

def'ormatior, etc. .,.
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Pande's equation [26,271. The driving force for grain growth was by the migration

of

graín boundaries at elevated temperature (900'C), decreasing the total boundary area, to

yield an attendant reduction in the total grain boundary energy and to form twins.

The percentage

of13

boundaries is almost 80% ofthe total

examined thus far. The increased frequency

ofl9

and

tp

boundaries

L21 in additton to 13 shown in

Figure 38, support the observation made by Randle [9] and by Palumbo [45] that the
enhanced frequency of special boundaries was predominantly due to the repeated

geometríc interaction of twin related variants. The relationship developed for 13
boundary and

low-I

special boundaries, where multiple twinning or twin intersection

events at 13" boundaries raised from the geometrical necessity ofconnecting multiple 13

boundaries in the grain boundary network.

By maximizing the proportion of twins, superior grain boundary properties should
occur when considering random high angle boundaries are reduced and lengths
are broken up by intersection of twins with FIAB's.

It

ofHAB's

is now verified that the formation

ofannealing twins contributes directly to the special boundary fraction for these grain
boundary engineered samples.

4.5.2.4 One Step Strain Anneal at 900'C

It was shown in Figure 31 that sanrples from multiple steps processing annealed
900oC resulted with the highest fraction ofspecial boundaries so far.

ofone step, strained at different strain levels

and annealed at

at

A set of experiment

900'C were processed to

to4

Figures 42(b), 44(b) and 45(b) show random boundary network maps of samples strain
and annealed at 900"C. These OIM maps have a high connectivity of random boundaries
and low fractions of special boundaries.

It

has been shown

in [5, 6,37, 52, 53] that high

clusters ofrandom boundaries interconnected were susceptible to intetgranular failures.

Although the sample olone step of670 slrain annealed at 900"C shown in Figure 43 has

a

high fraction ofspecial boundaries, ít was previously discussed that an undesired high
propofiion of random b<lundaries connected within a volume are potentially disastrous,
since random boundaries are considered as fàvour sites for craclç nucleation and

propagatioll. Tlierefore, these one-step processed samples annealed at 900"C are
undesirable processing routes to improve intelgl anular degradatíon properties.

4.5.2.5 Annealed at l000oC for l0minutes

Erperin.rents outlined

il

[25] shorved

a steady increase

in special boundaries rvith

increasing annealing tenrperature tbr comuercially pure nickel, described by grain

growth kinetic contributions

as

the role for the developnent ofspecial boundaries. With

success in improving the total fiaction

of special boundaries to:"r, -75%,

b.v

increasing

the anuealing temperaflire up to 900'C, ligher annealing temperatùtes such as 1000'C
wet'e tested to obsen e possible changes in grain boundary charactetistìc distribution.
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obserued in Figure A2(g ) that

it

has the least

propoÍion ofranclom boundaries showing

connectivíty. even less random boundary corìnectiviq¡ than samples rvitli 1.,, > 709'ô (i.e.

niultiple steps samples annealed at 900''C) The reason is that this sample has the largest
grain size (115 7¡m) out of all the samples annealed at 1000''C, less numl¡ers of grains
rvas collected in a single alalysis to rnake a direct comparison to other images rvith more

grains.

Tlie sanrple processed witli 2 steps of

significarf reduction

It

il

3-qá

strain annealed ât 1000'C shorved

a

special bouudary percentage compared to tbe other tluee samples

was accompanied by tlie high temperature ameal ât a low sequence of ¡:re-strain,

straiu pel step, resulted in grain

gr ou,.th

rather than the fonnation of

lorv-I

39'o

boundaries.

Samples r.vith hìghe¡ defornation (69ri, stra-rn) or multiple steps of 39á strâirì (4 steps),

resulted in a highel propofion of special bouudaries, at I",' -. 55%, because suft-rcient

anounts of energy rvere stored for grain boundaries to llligrate.
Detailed CSL distributions ofthe four satnples processed at I000'C can l¡e
viewed in ,A.3. Graphical representation ofthe CSL distributions is shown in Figue 48.

I t3

From the results shown in the thesis, it is predicted that annealing samples at
temperatures higher than 1000'C, with the same sequence of strains and a time ofanneal

at 10 minutes would not improve the final fraction of special boundaries,

as much as

samples annealed at 900'C, The most desire processing route discovered up to now for an
annealing time

of t0 minutes is 4 steps -

39/o strain annealed at 900oC.

This sample

produced the highest fraction of special boundaries, at 76.80/0 shown in Figure

3

I

and the

least proportion ofrandom boundaries connectivity, Figure 37.

4.5.3 Strain Anneal Long Time Anneal Experiments

Experiments outlined in the following section will analyse the change in GBCD
by increasing the time ofanneal from lOminutes to 168 hours. Detailed thermomechanical treatments can be seen in the experimental section, Table 15, which includes
a small strain followed by a long period ofanneal.

4.5.3.1 One-step of 3o/" strain at 700oC

It was shown in [9] that a two similar results as to one

-

stage

low strain

-

step processing for pure nickel.

anneal treatment generates

No significant increase in

special boundaries was observed when second stage strain annealing was imparted.

Therefore, only one

-

step

low strain (tension)

-

anneal treatment were processed and

analysed in the thesis.
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special boundaries LÌp to 70.8% was observed when the annealing reached 168 hours

From the sliape ofthe graph in Figure 49, it is likely that longer annealing treatments,

beyond 168 hours would uot have n'ruch elfect on the total special boundaries proportiorl
The high fraction olspecial boundaries recorded showed similar results to Randle's
values [19], with an extended recÕvery process likely being responsible for the progress

of increasing special boundaries with time and rninimal grain growth.

Optimization ofthe rnicrostructure cannot solely base on increased fractions of
special boundaries, the break-up connectivity of random boundary network should also
be considered. The break-up

ofthe random boundary network

as a

function of increased

tirne of annealing in Figure 50, could be seen fiom the OIM maps shown in Figure 51.

(a) Grain size

:

3l¡rrn

il8

(b) Grain size = 6Û¡rrn

r--

Boundary levels: 10'

415.0 pm = 50 steps

Boundary levels:

1Oo

477.0 pm = 90 steps

-(d) GraiIr size = 69¡rm

ì\

It

f
H

Í
J

-T\'-\_-À.

\(

-t-

\.J

^

-q/

Boundary levels: 10"

t\

420.0 pm = 70 steps

--

il9

(e) Grain size

:

7

4¡øn

'/.

Boundary levels; 10"
400.0 pm = 80 steps

Figure 5l: The networli of ¡'ar¡don¡ t¡oundaries i¡l tt¡e microstrt¡cture of, 1 step - 3%o
strain annealed at 700'C f'or (a) 0.1ó7hr, (b) 48hr, (c) 72hr, (d) 96hr, and (e) l68hr

Only the random boundary network is shown in Figure
boundaries were excluded l¡om these

5l.

Special grain

OIM maps and it should not be confused with the

overall glaiu size. The entire grain boundary network maps with s¡recial boundaries can
be seen in the Appendix A.4. The first map {Fig. 51(a)} shows the microstructure in the
0. I 67hr

or

I

Ornin. annealed sample, which

it

is apparent that high connectivity of the

random boundaries was extended throughout the imaged area. The next foul maps {Fig

St(b)

- (e)Ì shows continuous

improvement in the break-up ofthe random boundary

netw-ork, as the annealing time increased with increasing special boundaries, reducing

random high angle boundaries.

Figure 52 shows the distribution

ofI

values for extended annealing time:
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as the

time of annealing increases. 1 step of 3% strain representedby l-3% in Figure 54

shows a linear increase in grain size âs the annealing time reaclied 48 hours. As the

annealing time progresses beyond 48 hou¡s, the rate of increase in qrain size slows down_
as

well

as the

slow increase in special boundaries shown in Figure 50.

The sample l-6%
percer'ìtage

(l

step

of 6% strain) annealed up to 48 hours has a high

ofspecial boundaries af

76.1o/o and maintained a

relatively small grain sìze of

46pm. Grain growth continued to increase up to 72 hours ofannealing, then the rate of
grain growth slows down. This is different than the 1-3% sample as the rate

ofgrair

growlh slowed down shortly after 48 hours ofannealing. It is believed that the drop in
special boundaries shown in Figure 53 as time íncreased occurred due to the fast rate

of

grain growth beyond the 48 hour anneal. As the rate ofgrain growth slorvs down, the
drop in the propofiion ofspecial boundaries was also reduced, indicated by the flatten

portion ofthe curue in Figure 53, beyond the annealing time of72 hours. This shows that
the rate of grain growth also iras great influence to the formation ofspecial boundaries as

well

as the

grain size.

OIM maps ofgrain boundary network and randorn boundary netrvork can be

seen

in the Appendix 45. It can be observe lrom A5 (Ð-û), the randon boundary network of

A5(g),

1 step

of 6% strain at 48 hours gave the highest proportion of low-Z boundaries at

triple junctions, contributing to the break-r"rp ofthe random boundary connectivity. As
expected, higher random boundary connectivity was observed as the fraction ofspecial
boundarìes decreased (samples with an annealing time beyond 4Shours).
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ln Figure 56, the curve 1-370 represent samples strained with one step of

30lo and

l-6% signify one step 67o strain. Results obtained for both sets of samples annealed

at

800"C follow a similar pattern; close to a linear increased in special boundaries with time

during early stages ofanneal up to 48hours, then the rate ofincrease irt special boundaries
slows down as the time of annealing increases. Special boundaries fraction of sample I
step -6% strain, is a
stages

little higher than the I

step - 37o strain sample dutirrg

initial and latter

olthe long time anneal. It is possible that there were some scatter in Iq, during

data collection, which is indicated by the standard deviation of+3%o. Both samples
a¡rnealed up

to

168 hours and beyond are expected to r¡aintain a

I"p

-

60%

OIM maps ofgrain boundary network and random boundary network for both
3o/o and 1-6%o samples annealed

boundary netw-ork in Figures

1-

at 800"C can be seen in Appendix A6 and 47. Random

A6(f) O and Figures A7(f) fi) shows tlrat the random

boundary connectivity decreases as the total fraction of special boundaries increases
Even though the fraction ofspecial boundaries reached over 600%, it was not enough to

influence the clusters ofrandom boundaries that existed. Samples with
observed in Figures {3a-37,

A5(g)} shows

a much

Lp>

70%

lower random boundary connectivity

rnap with liigher probabilities of frnding secured triple junctions of at least two low CSL
boundaries.

Grain size ofboth sets olsamples annealed at 800'C wete measured and plotted
in Figure 57 The grain size of l-67o strain sample was much larger than the 1-370 strain
sample at 10 rninutes ofarnealing due to a higher deformation strain applied initially.

r27

boundarjes were found at misorientation angte -60.5" beyond 10 minutes of annealing,
where coherent twin boundaries most likely exist.

The small amount olpre-strain produces non-equilibrium ertrinsic grain
boundary dislocatìons (EGBD's), which are annihilated by climb during heat treatment

[72].

Purnphrey and Gleiter [73] have also showr during annihilation olextrinsic grain

boundary dislocations that grain boundary movement occurs. This has been colfoborated

by Sangat and Tangri [72] in 3 l6-stainless steel pre-strained

2%o

and annealed at 600'C,

where grain boundary nìovement was also observed. Thus ìt is energetically favourable

during annealing for the EGBD's to climb to towards triple points and annihilate,
reducing the grain boundary energy. This is likely what happens during Randle's fine-

tuning [19] accompauied by grain rotation

ar.rd

grain boundary plane reorier.rtation

4.5.4 Statistical .4.nalysis of Selected Experiments

The results of these selected experimelts were allalysed by Dr. I(en Mount in the
Departrnent of Statistics. The objective ofthe statistical analyses were to sl'ìow that there
were interactions between the dependent valuable, Lo. and independent variables strain.
temperature and the number olcycles. Experiments analysed were lollowed by the

ntultiple step strain-anneal processing results found in section 4.5.2. tndividual plots of
independent valuables against

l.o

with pairs of variables against

l,n

are shown in Figure 60 and Figure 61 are plots made

1

ì:ì

The nrain etTect plots displayed in Figures 60(a) and (c) showed that as pre-strain
and number of cycles increases, the fraction

ol special boundarìes increases. The

tenperature plot in Figure 60(b) showed that as temperature increases, the lraction of
special boundaries increases up to 900'C, than decreases when it reached 1000"C.

Plots in Figure
a cross over

6i

shorved that there are interactions among the three variables as

of lines occurred; therefore )ogistical regression aualyses were perlormed.

Equations were developed to relate the liaction of special boundary and the three
variables. The relationship for temperatures 700'C and 800"C following the strain
sequence outlined jn section 4.5.2 shows a rnodel

ln [F",,/(1- F-p)]

:

ofthe type:

I 66e + 0 0075T +
0.0005T*c

-7.95 +

1

878C 00017e*T-0358e*C-

The relationship for temperatures 900"C and 1000'C following the strain sequence

outlined ìn section 4.5.2 shows a model of the type

ln [F"n/(l- F"p)]

:

-6 05 + 0.328e+ 0.0033T+ 7 91C + 0 0003 e+T-0.244ei'C
0.0068Txc

Where F,o is the fraction ol special boundaries, e is the strain per cyole, T is the annealing
temperature, and C is the number ofcycles. The logarithm was used to ensure the value

for F",, is between 0 and 1. The relationships above were significant at greater than

99%o

level ofconfidence, bur the goodness of tìt value for these models was poor. The
calculated goodness of fit value lor the 700'C and 800"C lnodel was 14.8, and the 900"C
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i17

showed significant improvements in special boundaries, with more than 70% special

boundaries formed. similar to the multiple steps stlain-anneal processing at 900"C This
indicates that the annealing temperatule alone may not be the most ir'ììportant processing
parameter.

The control ofthe annealing time and the amount of deformation also has

significant impacts on the grain boundary characterìstic distributions Appropriate
cornbinations ofthe three processing parameters (strain, temperature and time) may very

well generate

a

high proportíon ofspecial grain boundaries for

I

< 29, as well as the

distribution of randoln boundarv network.
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Chapten 5
CÛNCI,LJSION

Thermomechanical Processing of commercially pure nickel or Ni-200 (99 5% pure)
has been successfully used to increase the propofiion

öf special low-l boundaries over

the as-received material. Processing included low tensile strains of37o to 12%, single
step or multiple steps, annealed between 500"C and 1000'C

for l0 minutes. Time

extended annealing treatments were also perflormed by deforrning samples with
690 strain, followed by annealing tempefatures

l)

3%o and

of 700"c and 800"c for up to 168 hours.

The as-received material had a fìne grain size of26pm and an equiared
microstructure. The proportion of special graìn boundaries measured was 36
when 3 <

|

< 29 were considered as special boundaries

50%'

13 tu'in boundary was

analysed to be the rnajor contribution to the total fraction ofspecial bouldaries at

26.9%, approximately

2)

7

5a/' ofthe total special boundary content'

Annealing temperature is one ofthe major factors in thermomechanical
processing to control. For a short annealing period
750%

of

10 mirTutes at 900'C, over

fraction of special grain boundaries was achieved for' ;nultiple steps

processing, with deformation of

6%o

strain and 12Yo strain applied

Recrystallization may have occurred and enhanced the formation ofannealing
twiDs, leading to

l.n values up to 75To or higher. Minimal

enhancement of special

boundaries occuned for multiple steps processed samples annealed at
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temperâtures 800"C or less, when graiu boundary recovery and migration likely
occurred to allow local learrangement of grain boundaries For 1000"C annealed
samples, ercessive grain growth occured and the fraction

ofI

boundaries was

reduced below 900"C annealed samples.

3) Single step processing of 60lo strain sanrple. annealed at 900"C also attained a liigh

proportion of special bor¡ndaries at'74.'|yo. Sarnples strained at 3"/", 9To and

129/o

and annealed at 900"C showed a lower special boundaries percentage ofless than

60%. Single step prÕcessir'ìg of 3% to l2o/o straifi. annealed at 800'C or below
showed almost no improvement in special boundary fraction being similar to the

as-received material at i 6.50 o.

4) As the annealing temperature increases up to 900'C, the grain size consequently
increased. The jncrease in special boundary fraction was the result ofnrultiple

twinning dui'ing grain growth, where

a high

proportion of 13 twin boundaries and

13" twin related boundaries were generated. Twinning is considered an impoúant
part ofgrain growth as the pt-oportion ofrandom boundaries ìs leduced, the
fr-action of lou

-l

boundaries increases.

s) High clusters of randorn boundary network wet'e found lor samples with low
percentage ofspecial boundaries. The connectivity among random and special

grain boundaries was broken-up as higher probability ofspecial boundaries
occurred. This results irr fragmentation ofthe network ofrandom boundaries to

i40

provide a microstructure vvith secure triple junctions. The sample processed at 4
steps

of3% strain annealed at 900"C for l0minutes

special boundaries at 76.8yo and one

has the highest fraction

of

ofthe least amounts ofrandom boundary

topology found at triple junctions.

6) Low temperature annealing treatments (i.e. 700"C and 800"C) after low prestrains of3%o and 6% for extended periods of time also produced improvements to

the grain boundary population, by increasing the tofal fraction ofspecial
boundaries. The sample processed with 1 step of3% strain annealed at 700"C for
168 hours generated 70.8Vo special boundaries, and the process

of I step of6%

strain annealed at 700'C for 48 hours produced 76%o special boundaries.

7) Fine tuning at grain boundaries have been observed for long period annealed
samples, probably due to sufficient amount of time for local lattice rotations near

the boundary, accompanied by grain boundary plane reorientation. This favours

13

tvvin boundaries to rearrange (frne tuning) their misorientation angle near 60o,

where coherent twin boundaries exist.

8) Equations were developed for F.o as a function ofthe three variables: strain,
temperature and number ofcycles. The two equations found are not a good

predictor ofthe

F"p

from the data collected, due to a large value

offit found. A fit

value of 14.8 and 269.3 was found for temperature ranges of 700oC and 800'C,
and 900oC and 1000"C respectively, when an acceptable

fit value

îs 2 - 2.5.
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Chapter 6

RECOMMENDATIONS

1)

To determine the effects of changing the rate ofheat energy extraction quenching
medium from air to water have on the GBCD, By increasing the severity

of

quench, possible trapping of minor elements such as carbon, sulphur and oxygen
at grain boundaries may affect the structure and mechanical properties

ofthe

sample.

2) To test for corrosion resistance ol special boundaries enhanced samples with

2"e>70yo.It was found in [8] that the increased in special boundaries frequency
Alloy-600 in excess of

700lo

of

recorded a near complete immunity against stress

corrosion cracking.

r)

Samples with l"r>70o/o have been reached with grain size measurements of 46pm
and 80pm. Difference in grain size may affect mechanical properties and

performance during service, mechanical testing such as creep and intergranular
cracking can be analysed to determine the effects ofcoarse and fine grain size
may have on the material-

4) lmplement successful processing routes to commercial nickel alloys to possibly
improve its mechanical properties against intergraular degradations during
service.

t4z

5)

Increase the number ofsteps ofprocessing long period anneals to possibly

improve fine tuning of 13 tw'in boundaries to become near coherent twin
boundary orientation.

t,+3
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APPENÐ[X

Table A1 (a-d): CSI- disÉribr¡tion øf 3

(a)

<Ð<29

str¡¡ir¡ed ar¡d annealed at 900'C

(b)

I step

60%

Siqma

strain annealed ât

Tolerance
8.66

Fract¡on

2

steps
Siomâ

2.89

o.014

271)

þ/t

0 002
0
0.001

7

6.71
5.67

0.002

13a
13b

4.16
4.16

'l7a

3.64
3.64

0

3.44

0.003

3.44
3.27

0
0
0

452

13b

4.16
4. to

15

387

0

17a

3.64

17f)

3.64
3.44

0.001
0.001
0

3.44

0

17f)
19a
19b

0.003

21a

0.001
0 004

21T)

21f)
23

25a

29b
summary

0.621
0.083

2.85
2.89

I

5.67

79a

Tolerance
8.66

27a

7

19b
21a

strain annealed at 900"C

E9

5
2.

11

19a

30lo

0.603
0.083
0.026

I
27a
27f)
5

900"C

5

t

-70

2_79

0

t5

0

0.004

25D'

0
0
4.747

29a
29b
summâry

0.013
0.004
0.00'i
0 002

1

23

0.00E

2.79

0

0.002
0.004
0

0.004
0

0.003
0.003
0.002
0.75

l5l

(d)

(c)
2 steps

-

3

9/o

strain annealed at 900"C
Tolefânce

Fraction

3
o

8.66

urlt)t

27a

2.89
2.89

S¡oma

27 f)
5

0.051

6.71

5.67
11

13a

13b
15

17a
17h
19a
19b

4.16
4.16
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